
By: Mohammed Bin Sallam

SA’ADA, May 4 — The Yemeni
government has dispatched troops and
artillery to Sa’ada and closed all
entrances to the city since early
morning, preventing citizens’ entry or
exit, local sources said Sunday, adding
that authorities also have prevented the

entry of fruits, vegetables and basic
foodstuffs into the city.

This comes after a bomb rigged to a
motorcycle blew up amid a crowd of
worshippers leaving Friday prayers at
the governorate’s Bin Salem Mosque,
killing at least 16 and wounding 45
others.

The same sources say Yemeni
security and military forces have been
raiding citizens’ homes, launching
arrest campaigns against citizens and
kidnapping whoever gets in their way.
The governorate’s police department
has imposed a curfew banning citizens’
movements to villages and districts
around the provincial capital, thereby
forcing them to take roadways where
landmines are planted.

Sources further accuse Salafi
extremists of backing the army in its
fight with Houthis.

“There are confirmed facts, which
we will unveil soon, indicating that the
authorities are responsible for bombing
Bin Salem Mosque and exploiting
those extremist jihadists affiliating
themselves with Al-Qaeda, which
wants the Sa’ada fighting to continue,”
one Sa’ada citizen said on condition of
anonymity.

“A week ago, security authorities
abducted 15 children from Haidan and
Munabbeh districts and took them to an
unidentified location. We appeal to the
public at both the local and the
international levels to intervene in
obtaining the release of these abducted
children,” the same source added.

According to various media outlets,
Sa’ada city was intimidated by the
motorbike’s bomb, which targeted
worshippers leaving the mosque after
Friday prayers. Official sources said the

casualties include soldiers, a woman
and a child.

The Interior Ministry has accused
Houthis of launching the attack against
the worshipers, but Houthis denied
responsibility for it in a statement
released by their field leader,
Abdulmalik Al-Houthi.

However, Sa’ada Governor
Mutahhar Rashad Al-Masri confirms
that Houthi supporters are, in one way
or another, involved in the mosque
blast.

In his statement, Abdulmalik Al-
Houthi said, “We denounce and
condemn such a tragic incident that hit
Bin Salem Mosque in Sa’ada city.” He
further conveyed his condolences to
victims’ families in an emailed
message, stressing the necessity of
objectively determining the motives for
the attack and identifying the real

perpetrators. He warned the
government against “fishing in muddy
waters,” implying that it should handle
the situation objectively.

Such a terrorist act is the largest of its
kind in Sa’ada city, as operations in past
days have taken the form of ambushes
along the highway leading to the city.
Houthis are believed to be responsible
for these ambushes, which have
resulted in a limited number of
casualties.

The mosque attack came a day after
the Yemeni military announced that
seven of its soldiers had been killed and
blamed Houthi supporters for it. Even
before Friday’s attack, more
government troops had been expected
to be deployed to the area.

In the past few days, the war-ravaged
governorate has experienced numerous
blasts and ambushes against troops,

leaving more than 10 security soldiers
dead. According to political analysts,
such incidents may mean an end to
efforts by the Qatari mediation team,
which is seeking reconciliation
between the Yemeni government and
Houthi supporters.

Having realized that a previously
formed mediation committee failed to
do its job in Sa’ada, the authority
ordered forming a new presidential
mediation committee a few days ago in
an effort to contain the escalating
turmoil.

Such repeated incidents offer strong
indicators of a fifth Sa’ada war between
government troops and Houthi
loyalists, primarily since Bin Salem
Mosque was bombed and the
authorities launched a massive arrest
campaign against Houthis.
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Pre-marital medical testing on

hold for now

By: Nadia Al-Sakkaf

SANA’A, May 4 — In an interview
with the Yemen Times, Abdul Qader
Hilal, Minister of Local
Administration, called on Yemenis,
international activists and non-
governmental organizations to
participate in the first governors’
elections in Yemen, scheduled to take
place on May 7, 2008. He said that all
could contribute in different ways,
through monitoring the procedures,
being involved in the process or simply
spreading awareness. 

He commented that although

opposition parties’ representatives in
the local councils have announced
their will to boycott the elections, they
are still welcome if they change their
minds.

“It doesn’t make sense to boycott
something that will eventually have
implications on you. If they have
comments, we are more than happy to
discuss them, but we have to sit around
the same table first,” he said. 

He commented that around 13
percent of the local council members
belong to opposition parties, and this
low percentage was a direct result of
their local council campaign strategies

in 2006.
Hilal emphasized that this is the

first experience of its kind for Yemen,
and he acknowledged that there would
be mistakes. The point, he says, is to
participate and learn from the
mistakes.

According to Hilal, there will be
constitutional and legal amendments
soon that will change the way local
administrations operate, giving more
authority to governors and local
councils and encouraging
decentralization in Yemen.

As for women’s participation, he
insisted that the quota system could

well be the only way to increase
women’s participation in the political
sphere, ensuring that women will have
a 15 percent share in the local councils,
although the mechanism and the
implementation of how this will be
achieved is yet to be finalized in
participation with civil society
organizations.

Hilal said the elections could be a
way to settle the tension in some areas
around the republic because people
will see that someone they indirectly
elected is representing them. He
stressed that the success of this
experience depends largely on the

attitudes and characters of the first
batch of elected governors. Hilal also
promised that his ministry would
organize a training event for the
elected governors to empower them
and assist them in prioritizing each
governorate’s needs in the local plans
and budgets.

“After all, we want to have qualified
governors and create a strong
decentralized system where the local
administrations are able to take care of
the local people’s needs and serve
them without needing to refer to the
central authority,” he said.

See full interview on page 5

Minister of Local Administration calls 
on Yemenis to help governors’ elections succeed

Mr. Abdul Qader Hilal

Government tightens security in Sa’ada following deadly mosque blast
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By: Sarah Wolff

SANA’A, May 4 — Al-Jazeera camera-
man Sami Al-Hajj returned to his home
in Sudan this past weekend after being
released from the American military
prison in Guantanamo Bay, Cuba,
though more than 200 other inmates lan-
guish without trial in the facility. 

Al-Hajj, who was accompanied home
by three other detainees, two Sudanese
and one Moroccan, spoke out publicly
against the conditions of the prison
facility, which he called “very bad” and
said it was getting worse by the day.
Five Afghan detainees were also repatri-
ated, according to the U.S. Department
of Defense. 

Al-Hajj, who was detained for over
six years without formal charges, has
been on a hunger strike since January
2007 and was rushed to the hospital in
Khartoum as soon as he exited the
American military plane he arrived in.
The U.S. declared Al-Hajj an “enemy
combatant” during a hearing after his
arrest. 

Of the approximately 275 inmates
still held at the facility, over a third are

Yemeni men. Yemenis now make up the
largest nationality group currently in
detention at Guantanamo Bay.

Reports vary about the status of the
Yemeni detainees. Government authori-
ties announced as late as last May that
they had agreed to repatriate prisoners
held at the facility; however, very few
have returned since then and the pres-
sure on both the U.S. and Yemeni gov-
ernments to return the prisoners contin-
ues to grow. 

The hold-up on Yemeni returnees con-
tinues
Countries such as Jordan and Saudi
Arabia have already received their
nationals back home, but Yemen has
only been able to repatriate a few of the
men held at the facility over the last
seven years. 

Earlier this year in February, protest-
ers including families and friends of
inmates gathered in front of Parliament
and demanded their loved ones’ return.
In response to the protest, Parliament
convened the committee for foreign
affairs to work on repatriation negotia-
tions, though it is unclear how much

progress the committee has made.
Around the same time, President Ali

Abdullah Saleh made a formal demand
to American ambassador to Yemen
Stephen Seche asking for the return of
Yemeni inmates. 

Both governments blame the other for
repatriation delay
Lawyer Marc Falkoff, who represents a
number of Yemeni Gitmo detainees, said
that some Yemeni prisoners have been
cleared for release for years. However,
the Yemeni and U.S. governments dis-

agree about what to do with the former
prisoners once they return home.

Various Parliament members, like
Abdul Rahman Bafadel of the Islah
Party, blame the U.S. government for
failing to return the prisoners.  However,
the sticking point between the two coun-
tries is purportedly the arrangements
Yemen makes when dealing with the
former inmates. The Yemeni govern-
ment requires returned prisoners to sign
a document, backed by their families
and tribes, stating that they will no
longer pursue violent jihad. The U.S.
has expressed concern over the limits of
these documents, worrying that they
cannot sufficiently prevent further
attacks. 

The U.S. announced in February that
it will put a number of high-profile pris-
oners on trial in the coming months.
These high profile prisoners, including
Yemeni Ramzi Bin Al-Shaibah (also
written Bin Al-Shibh), who was lead
attacker Mohammed Atta’s roommate
and is said to have helped organize the
9/11 attacks on the United States, will be
tried in military tribunals instead of
criminal or civil courts. Human rights

groups, including Yemen’s National
Organization for Defending Rights and
Freedoms, have denounced these mili-
tary tribunals as biased and unfair. 

Al-Hajj denounces inhumane treat-
ment of prisoners 
In the meantime, the cameraman was
reunited with his family, but his happi-
ness was marred by the thoughts of
other prisoners. “Our joy is not going to
be complete until our brothers in
Guantanamo Bay are freed,” he said to
the Associated Press. 

Al-Jazeera said that they will contin-
ue to employ Al-Hajj and the director-
general of the media outlet, Wadah
Khanfar, was in Khartoum to welcome
him back home. Al-Hajj was arrested
near the Pakistan-Afghanistan border in
2001 by Pakistani police and then trans-
ferred to U.S. custody in 2002. Al-Hajj
had permission to film in Pakistan and
Afghanistan at the time of his arrest and
was employed by the Al-Jazeera net-
work since 2000. Some of his supporters
claimed that American forces detained
Al-Hajj in retaliation to his network’s
coverage of human rights abuses in

Afghanistan and the prominence that it
gives Al-Qaeda press releases. The U.S.
accused Al-Hajj of having helped trans-
fer funds to Muslim armed groups in
Bosnia and Chechnya, though his
lawyers have consistently denied it. 

Al-Hajj spoke about the lack of
respect he and his fellow prisoners in
Guantanamo received, saying that even
rats were treated better than the inmates.
“Our human dignity was violated,” he
said. 

While speaking to the media upon his
arrival in Sudan, Al-Hajj accused the
Guantanamo facility of preventing its
inmates from practicing their religion.
However, the U.S. military staff which
administers the prison maintains that it
gives prisoners copies of the Qur’an and
makes sure that prison guards are quiet
during the five daily calls to prayer. 

Most of the prisoners, Al-Hajj includ-
ed, were not formally charged and many
still remain behind bars without trial.
Meanwhile, as the two governments
continue their disagreement over prison-
er repatriation, the Yemenis held at
Guantanamo will have to keep on wait-
ing.

By: Saddam Al-Ashmouri
For Yemen Times 

SANA’A, May 3 – During its Saturday
hearing chaired by Judge Mohammed
Al-Qadhi, Capital City’s West Court
ruled to annul the Information
Minister’s decree suspending Al-Wasat
Independent Weekly newspaper’s
license and the ban on its distribution.
Under the ruling, Information Minister
Hassan Al-Lawzi will be fined YR
50,000 to compensate for the paper’s
owner Jamal Amer, who is also the
paper’s editor-in-chief. 

In a statement to the press, Amer
said, “the court’s verdict means a
victory for democracy and freedom.
The verdict confirms that the decision
to withdraw license of Al-Wasat
Independent Weekly is illegal, illogical
and baseless. This is a victory for all
Yemeni independent and free media.” 

Amer also pointed out that such a
verdict helped the judiciary system in
Yemen restore its reputation. “Such a
courageous ruling is a precedent and I
think it will function as a message of
warning to those attempting to violate
democracy and press freedom,” he
added. 

Al-Lawzi, who heard about the news
while attending a symposium entitled
“Press Freedom in Yemen: Between
Responsibility and Commitment,” in

Sana’a, said he would appeal the
verdict. 

During four past hearings, the court
discussed the minister’s decision to
withdraw the paper’s work license over
allegedly committing publication
crimes that are banned by the current
Press and Publication Law. 

Al-Lawzi also accused the paper of
publishing articles harming national
unity and public interest, adding that
the paper behaves in a way that
damages Yemen’s relations with other
brotherly states, specifically Saudi
Arabia, and fuels violence and sedition
inside the country. 

Al-Wasat Weekly’s case provoked
rage among Yemeni writers, human
rights groups and members of Yemeni
Journalist Syndicate (YJS), which
called for the Minister of Information’s
resignation. The syndicate also
demanded that the relevant authorities
must reinstate any suspended papers,
including Al-Wasat, whose editor has
been charged and repeatedly for
attempting to harm Yemen’s
relationship with Saudi Arabia. 

On April 5, the Ministry of
Information ordered the closure of the
newspaper and banned its issuance and
distribution in the market. 

Court annuls decree closing Al-Wasat

weekly, fines Information Minister By: Mohammed Bin Sallam

SANA’A, May 4 — Thirty-six years
have passed since Yemen and Cuba first
established bilateral political, economic,
technical and scientific relations. Such
relations have become stronger over
time, particularly medical and education
cooperation that helped officials in both
states during a regular exchange of visits. 

A Cuban team headed by the chairman
of the Arab-Cuban Friendship
Association, Dr. Rodrigo Alvarez
Cambras, who is also the country’s
health sector officer, visited Yemen last
week. 

During the multi-day visit, the Cuban
team toured several hospitals and health
facilities in Yemen and met the military
and civil officials working in medical and
therapeutic institutions. The team also
met officials from the Youth & Sports
Ministry, sports coaches, and Cuban doc-
tors and academics working in Sana’a. 

“I met many executive officials in
Yemeni government and Parliament. We
discussed the various aspects of develop-
ing distinctive ties between both partner
countries, plus the arrangements under-
way for holding the joint governmental
committee that is projected to meet next
November,” said Cambras  in reference
to the reasons for his visit.

“We also paved the way for signing
several agreements on health, education
and sports as well as other areas, which
may contribute to making a distinctive

move in the history of bilateral relations
between Yemeni and Cuban peoples,” he
continued.

When asked about any potential proj-
ects to be initiated in Yemen in the near
future, the Cuban official replied that the
Yemeni government has a long-term plan
to establish an orthopedic hospital in
Sana’a, while Cuba plans to build a giant
regional hospital similar to Sink Base
Hospital in the capital of Havana. 

“President Ali Abdullah Saleh directed
the minister of Public Health and
Population, Dr. Abdulkarim Rasea, to
establish the hospital as soon as possi-
ble,” Cambras continued. “Rasea is due
to visit Havana in June this year to com-
plete the final layout for constructing the

hospital.” 
There are no more than 76 Yemeni

orthopedic doctors, but Cambras called
them “outstanding and competent,” and
noted that there is a growing demand for
medical specialists. 

Concluding his statement at a press
conference held at the house of the
Cuban Ambassador to Yemen in Sana’a,
the Cuban team head expressed his hap-
piness about visiting Yemen once again,
particularly as he worked as a surgeon in
the Sana’a-based Military Hospital a
decade ago. Cambras said he has unfor-
gettable memories dating back to the
days of his work in Sana’a and always
has a strong desire to return to Sana’a
again. 

By: Jamal Al-Najjar
For the Yemen Times

SANA’A, May 3 — Corruption is the
number one problem with the Yemeni
political regime, which is dependant
upon its continuance in order to support
influential groups that benefit from the
current situation, according to the
Yemeni Human Rights Observatory’s
April 2008 annual report, which was
discussed last Saturday in Sana’a.

Seeking to evaluate human rights and
democracy in Yemen, the report revealed
that despite government measures to
combat corruption, such as creating the
2006 Anti-Corruption Law and forming
the Anti-Corruption Corporation in
2007, there has been no significant
improvement in this regard.

In fact, the report stated that
corruption actually is increasing due to
lack of transparency and accountability

on the part of the ruling party.
The report noted that corruption in

Yemen serves five main groups: certain
tribal sheikhs, security and military
leaders, businessmen with a strong
influence within the government,
technocrats and local elites, further
pointing out that significant corruption
revenue comes from the public budget,
tenders, security and military authorities
and the ruling party.

“The current regime’s survival and
continuation depends on buying the
loyalties of those groups that benefit
from this current state of corruption,” the
report indicated, further noting that
Yemen’s electoral system only escalates
such corruption, since the ruling party
curries favor with these groups by giving
them financial support. If such financing
was cut off, these groups would find no
justification to continue their loyalty to
the current regime, the report added.

As a result, foreign financial aid has
decreased over the past few years
because corruption still represents a
major obstacle to the country’s
improvement. According to the report,
the World Bank decreased support to
Yemen from $420 million to $300
million (34 percent) between 2006 and
2008 because it says, “Yemen lacks
transparency and governance.”

Likewise, the European Union
determined in early 2005 to halve its
financial aid to Yemen because the
Yemeni government is unable to make
reforms or eradicate corruption, in
addition to the fact that such financial
aid isn’t spent for the specific purposes
for which it is designated.

Corruption also has caused investors
to distrust and pull out of Yemen in favor
of other countries, even though Yemen is
in dire need of the funds such
international investment provides.

Yemeni regime depends on continued 
corruption, report says

Government tightens security 

“While the mosque belongs to the Zaidi
sect, Salafi extremist Askar Bin Zueil,
who leads thousands of Salafi
volunteers coming from various
Yemeni governorates to fight with
Houthis, claims that the victims were
Salafis. These Salafis operate according
to orders given by Ali Mohsen Al-
Ahmar, commander of the northern
military flank,” a source told the Yemen
Times.

The source added, “In giving his
Friday sermons, Zueil attempts to
convince Zaidis to abandon their sect
and stop supporting Abdulmalik Al-

Houthi’s fight with the army.”
The Joint Meeting Parties strongly

condemned the mosque blast, which
they described as ‘”a hooligan crime”
against Muslims who had just
performed their Friday prayers. The
opposition coalition warned that in
addition to killing and injuring dozens
of innocent citizens, the attack
threatened social peace. It further
demanded the relevant authorities
investigate the motives behind the
incident and bring the perpetrators to
court.

According to the JMP, this is the first
time Yemen has witnessed mosques
being used for such liquidations,

stressing that the Yemeni security
authorities must be up to the task of
maintaining national security and
stability.

Speaking to the Yemen Times by
phone, Houthi representative Sheikh
Saleh Habra appreciated the return of
the Qatari mediation team to reconcile
the two conflicting sides.

He further urged the authority to
release Sheikh Naji Bakhtam, whom
influential security agents have
detained for two weeks, accusing his
kidnappers of planning to foil
reconciliation efforts to end the crisis in
Sa’ada.

Al-Jazeera cameraman released from Gitmo

By: Hamed Thabet

SANA’A, May 1 — For the first
time in Yemen, an oil and natural
gas firm has become involved in
protecting Yemeni historical sites
and antiquities during the com-
pany’s field activities, says
Abdulaziz Al-Jindari, manager
of the National Museum in
Sana’a, commenting on Yemen
Liquefied Natural Gas Company,
which is following certain meas-
ures to avoid damaging archeo-
logical sites. “Early in the plan-
ning and construction stages,
Yemen LNG committed itself to
conducting archeological sur-
veys aimed at identifying, docu-
menting and where necessary,
preserving archeological sites in
the areas where it operates,” said
Joel Fort, general manager of Yemen
LNG Company.

The company’s archeological inter-
vention follows its three levels of action
to address social and environmental
issues, the first of which is eliminating or
mitigating potential impacts upon popu-
lation, wildlife and the environment, Fort
noted.

According to him, one good example
of this effort within the context of arche-
ology can seen in the fact that a pipeline
was re-routed at several points to avoid
damaging archeological sites. Likewise,
in Balhaf in Shabwa governorate, an
Islamic cemetery has been preserved
within the LNG terminal site.

If the impacts can’t be fully redressed,
careful measures are taken to offset any
damage caused. The third level of action
is to leave behind a positive legacy in the
vicinity of Yemen LNG operations and in
Yemen as a whole, Fort said.

One good demonstration of this type of

effort is the company’s investment in the
area of documenting and preserving
important archeological and cultural her-
itage and discoveries, he added.

Before construction began on Yemen
LNG’s pipeline in Balhaf, an archeologi-
cal survey was conducted along the entire
320-kilometer route from the oilfields in
Marib to the natural gas liquefaction
plant being built at Balhaf, Yemen LNG
archeologist Mohammed Sinnah pointed
out.

The aim was to identify any archeo-
logical sites requiring excavation and
then inform the construction team in
order to avoid damaging them.

Sinnah explained that the Yemen LNG
pipeline runs through the following types
of terrain: the dune desert south of
Ramlat Al-Sabtayn, a flat gravel desert, a
plateau in western Jawl and finally, the
Hadrami costal plain.

Overall, the plant’s location and
pipeline route are sparsely populated

with approximately 10,000 resi-
dents primarily located around
the wadis, the plateau and the
costal plains, Sinnah noted. In the
desert and costal regions, few
archeological sites were identi-
fied, mostly in the dune desert,
dating predominantly to the
Pleistocene and Holocene peri-
ods. These features are the
remains of the wetter periods
from which Yemen profited
between 7,500 and 5,500 B.C.,
Sinnah explained.

At the same time, numerous
tombs were identified in Balhaf’s
Wadi Jidan and initially attrib-
uted to the Bronze Age period
from 3,000 to 1,200 B.C. A south
Arabian site was discovered at
the foot of Wadi Jidan plateau
and later identified as the

Hadrami site of Darbas, dating between
1,000 B.C. and 300 A.D., Sinnah noted.

According to Al-Jindari, the majority
of tombs discovered on the plateau are of
this type and constitute a relatively uni-
form group with only a few differences in
form and structure. They represent exam-
ples of the so-called “circular tower
tombs,” which are quite frequent in
Yemen. The ground plan is circular and
ranges between 3 and 10 meters in diam-
eter. A funerary chamber made of vertical
flat limestone slabs is located within such
structures. A circular wall encloses the
chambers, which contain buried corpses.

These circular tower tombs excavated
and inventoried along the pipeline route
never had doors, Al-Jindari.

Additionally, numerous antiques were
found at these sites. Al-Jindari noted that
these currently are displayed at the
National Museum in Sana’a, but soon
will be transferred and displayed at ‘Ataq
Museum in Shabwa governorate.

Continued from page 1

Yemen & Cuba: 36 years of strong ties

Yemen LNG protects Yemeni historical sites

Dr. Rodrigo Alvarez Cambras

Detail of an ibex fries found in Marib capital of Saba.



PM launches 1st phase of electronic

network project of linking courts 

Prime Minister Ali Mujawar along

with minister of justice Ghazi al-

Aghbari launched on Saturday first

phase of the electronic network proj-

ect of linking between courts in seven

governorates. 

The project aims at linking between

courts in Sana’a capital and other

courts in Aden, Taiz, Hadramout,

Hodeidah, Sana’a, Jawf governorates. 

The network would facilitate works of

the judicial inspection in following up

cases in these governorates, the minis-

ter of justice said. 

He added said that the network

would enhance performance of the

courts and preserve documents of the

judiciary. 

SANA’A
NENARACA regional conference

to be held in Yemen next week 

The secretary general of the Near

East-North Africa Regional

Agricultural Credit Association

Muhammad Rashrash Khadher arrived

on Friday in Yemen to take part in the

regional conference of the association

member states to be held on 5-8 May

in Sana’a. 

Rashrash said the conference will

deal with the recommendations and

decisions produced at the 16th meet-

ing of the general assembly as well as

approving the report of the executive

council on the association’s past

improvements. 

Under the conference a symposium

with the theme “ rural finance:

towards new horizons” is to be held. 

Rashrash said holding such confer-

ence contributes to boosting relations

among participating countries since it

provides them with the opportunity to

swap experiences and information as

well as familiarizing with successful

experiences of countries. 

Security seize four

ancient manuscripts 

Yemeni security services have confis-

cated four ancient manuscripts of the

holiest Book of Quran while a person

was trying to sell them in a market of

the Old City of Sana’a. 

Security sources said to the state-

run almotamar.net that the seized man-

uscripts were handwritten more than

150 years ago. 

Security services arrested the

accused person whom will be investi-

gated and the four ancient manuscripts

have been seized. 

Seven days in custody for French

man smuggling ancient antiques 

The prosecution of Antique Protection

decided to keep the French man Ives

Albert, 58 year-old, seven days in cus-

tody for investigation after accusing

him of smuggling rare antique pieces. 

The security authorities at Sana’a

International Airport have captured a

French man attempting to smuggle a

number of bronze statues and ancient

antique coins. 

The man working for a petroleum

company was coming from Belhaf

area of Shabwa province on a private

plane belongs to the company, the

director general of Antique Protection

at the General Organization of

Antiques and Museum (GOAM)

Hisham al-Thawr stated to Saba. 

He added that the concerned bodies

have taken the requisite procedures

against this man, thanking all the

authorities who cooperate with the

GOAM in combating smuggling, pos-

sessing and trading Yemeni antiqui-

ties. 

“This is the third time we seized

workers for this company with such

crime” al-Thawr made clear, calling

for more control on the oil companies

working in Yemen and its transport

means they use. 

European cultural week

launched in Sana’a 

The European Commission in Sana’a

launched on Saturday an European

cultural week under the slogan

“Festival of cultures meeting”. 

In a press conference, charge d’af-

faires of the European commission

Michele Cervone D’urso affirmed the

importance of raising the EU’s support

to Yemen which is estimated $30 mil-

lion per year. 

D’urso added that the European

Union’s support to Yemen was accord-

ing to a strategic signed between the

two sides to strengthen good gover-

nance, human rights, health, agricul-

ture, irrigation and activating the role

of civil society organizations. 

Meanwhile, the European culture

week aims to extend cooperation

between Europe countries and Yemen

and it will include several activities, a

cooking week, European Football Cup

for schools and lectures about

European culture to be delivered by a

number of European diplomats in

Yemen as well as launching Natalie

Press Freedom prize for 2008. 

Social affairs ministry

to organize symposium on

immigration in Sana’a 

Ministry of Social Affairs and Labor is

organizing in cooperation with

International Organization for

Migration (IOM) a symposium on

immigration for period from 11th to 

12th May in Sana’a. 

In a statement to Saba, Ahmed al-

Washali, director of the organizations

and foreign cooperation in the ministry

said that the symposium would discuss

12 papers presented by Yemeni side

and other 

three papers would be presented by

IOM experts. 

Al-Washali said that the symposium

would discuss past, present and future

of Yemeni immigration and progress of

international dialogue over the immi-

gration. 

Around 22 embassies and organiza-

tions would take part in the sympo-

sium, he added. 

SOCOTRA 
Yemeni MP calls on government to

declare Socotra new province 

A Yemeni parliamentary has called on

President Ali Abdullah Saleh to

declare officially the Socotra archipel-

ago located in the Gulf of Aden as a

new province instead a district of

Hadramout province. 

Saeed Ba-Haqiba said that the decla-

ration of Socotra as a province of the

country would grant it further attention

from the government in the fields of

economic and social development. 

Ba-Haqiba pointed out the demand

meets with many requirements and

development projects and services

archipelago needs. 

HODEIDAH
Oral cancer records

53% in Hodeidah 

Director of National Foundation for

Combating Cancer Abdullah Omeir in

Hodeidah said that Hodeidah province

is the first province effected with oral

cancer. 

He added during the inauguration of

an awareness campaign on tobacco

that oral cancer reached 53% com-

pared to other cancer diseases in the

province, pointing out that 300 people

are affected with this cancer. 

HAJJA
Police arrest dangerous

drugs trader

Police have arrested a dangerous drugs

trader, 26 September weekly reported

on Thursday. 

The weekly quoting a reliable

source said that the man identified as

M.M. H. is accused of drugs trading

and hidden in Yemen for four years.

The source said that this man has links

with international tourist organiza-

tions. 

The arrest comes within security

coordination between Yemen and

Saudi Arabia.

ADEN
Singaporean oil tanker carrying

diesel arrives in Aden 

A Singaporean oil tanker carrying

80.000 metric tones of diesel substance

arrived on Saturday in the Aden port. 

The tanker came from the UAE

Fujairah city’s port. 

A source at the port said the diesel

would be distributed to fuel stations

across the country and under the super-

vision of the Ministry of Oil and

Minerals. 

A Bahamian oil tanker last week,

that came from one of Saudi Arabia’s

ports, loaded about 55.000 metric

tones of diesel in the port. The ship-

ment has been distributed to fuel sta-

tions across Yemen.
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� Performance-Based curriculum for 5 years of age through secondary school

� Personalized education/small class sizes run by highly qualified & experienced teachers

� Over 40 computers available for student use, and computer instruction for all ages

� Extensive after school activity program involving music, art, craft, drama, & sports

� Advanced Placement (AP) college level courses available for qualified students

� Graduates attend American, Canadian, European, and Middle Eastern universities

� Specific age appropriate experiences for 2, 3 and 4 year olds

� Attractive premises near the French Embassy including a garden and play area

� Certified experienced British teacher assisted by paraprofessionals

� School hours are from 7:55 a.m. to 12:00 noon (Saturday through Wednesday)

� Arabic program from 12:00 noon – 2:30 p.m.
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PROVIDING A HIGH QUALITY EDUCATION FOR 35 YEARSPROVIDING A HIGH QUALITY EDUCATION FOR 35 YEARSPROVIDING A HIGH QUALITY EDUCATION FOR 35 YEARSPROVIDING A HIGH QUALITY EDUCATION FOR 35 YEARS

Beautiful purpose-built facilities on a spacious 34 acre site in a countryside setting.

Sports facilities include soccer and softball fields, basketball and tennis courts.

Large indoor multi-purpose area for volleyball, basketball, badminton, gymnastics,

table tennis, musical and dramatic productions.

Bus service available.

Main CampusMain CampusMain CampusMain Campus
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Yemen LNG Clarifies its Position on

Preservation of Cultural Heritage

On Saturday

morning, some

media outlets

carried an article

about a French

e x p a t r i a t e

employee who

was caught at

Sana’a Airport while allegedly trying

to smuggle antiquities. Whilst this act

was related only to an individual’s

behaviour and decision, it provides

Yemen LNG with an opportunity to

confirm the Company’s position

towards the preservation of the cultural

heritage of Yemen: 

While investigations are still ongoing

(from the side of the Authorities as well

as from Yemen LNG), it can be con-

firmed that a French expatriate work-

ing with one of the Company’s subcon-

tractors was arrested by the authorities

with items which are categorised as

archaeological artefacts. The items

were detected upon arrival in Sana’a

Airport from Balhaf on the Company

chartered flight—the local means of

transportation from the field to Sana’a.

Thanks to the controls which are

already in place for such local means of

transportation, such items were discov-

ered and returned back to the authori-

ties.

If it is confirmed that these pieces are

genuine archaeological artefacts, this

action is a violation of Yemeni law and

is an act with which Yemen LNG and

its subcontractors thoroughly disagree.

This is such a rare occurrence com-

pared to the scale of the Project which

has involved over 22 million man

hours so far. In response to this repre-

hensible act, the Company is increas-

ing its security checks in Balhaf to

complement the checks and controls

taken by the authorities to detect such

actions at an early stage. The Company

will continue to stress to its contractors

its unequivocal commitment to the

preservation of cultural heritage—a

clear evidence of which was the exten-

sive archaeological studies and excava-

tions whose discoveries and finds are

currently being displayed at the

National Museum in Sana’a.

Yemen LNG employs 4 full-time field-

based archaeologists who are working

to ensure that archaeological sites are

protected, documented and preserved.

A number of these discoveries have

already been featured in a multi-sec-

toral cooperation between Yemen

LNG, the Ministries of Oil and

Minerals and Culture and the two spe-

cialised institutions, namely the

German Archaeological Institute (DAI)

and the French Centre for Social

Studies and Archaeology (CEFAS).

Yemen LNG implements a zero toler-

ance policy with regards to such

actions and continues to invest in the

preservation of cultural heritage even

beyond normal expectations.

TOTAL E&P offers scholarships for

Yemeni youth 

As part of its ongoing commitment to

social and educational development

programs in Yemen, Total E&P Yemen

is proud to launch its 2008 undergrad-

uate scholarships for Yemeni students

across the country. 

Undergraduate

students wishing

to apply for

scholarships can

find application

forms online at

www.total-ep-

y e m e n . c o m .

Applications are also available at local

universities and academic schools. The

application deadline is May 31, 2008.

The selected students will complete a

Bachelor’s Degree in Petroleum

Engineering or Geosciences at the

University of Leeds in Britain.

Successful students will start their

studies in September this year. 

“One of TOTAL’s core values is to

contribute to the educational develop-

ment in host countries.  We believe

strongly that the education of Yemeni

students is an integral part of this coun-

try’s development and we will pursue

our constructive efforts in this field,”

said Martin Deffontaines, General

Manager of Total E&P Yemen.  

For more information about this pro-

gramme, please call Mr. Nageeb

Ibrahim at 01-414-137.  

Total E&P Yemen is the operator of

Block 10, east of Shabwa and holds

several other participations in oil

exploration and production blocks.

TOTAL is the major foreign investor in

Yemen.  Since 1997, the company has

been producing from Block 10 and has

celebrated early this year the produc-

tion of 100 million barrels.  

Global traffic continues to slow

The International

Air Transport

A s s o c i a t i o n

(IATA) announced

global scheduled

international traf-

fic data for March. Compared to the

same month in the previous year, pas-

senger demand increased 5.8% with

load factors at 77.7%. Freight traffic

grew 3.2%.

March passenger growth is positive-

ly skewed by the Easter holiday period

which was in April of the previous

year. Adjusting for this distortion, real

traffic growth in March was 4%. The

slowdown in the demand growth con-

tinues the sharp downward trend which

began in December 2007 as the impact

of the US credit crunch began to be felt

in the airline industry.

International passenger load factors

were equally skewed. When adjusted

to take into account artificially high

utilisation over the Easter period, the

March load factor was 76.1%. While

still high, this is 1.7 percentage points

lower than the 77.8% recorded for the

same month in 2007. This fall indicat-

ed that the slowing of demand occurred

faster than airlines could cut capacity.

International freight growth of 3.2%

remains sluggish and well below the

4.3% growth recorded in 2007. 

“Traffic only tells a part of the story.

Astronomical oil prices are hitting

hard. And the buffer of an expanding

economy has disappeared. The for-

tunes of the industry have taken a

major turn for the worse,” said

Giovanni Bisignani, IATA’s Director

General and CEO.

Regional differences in passenger

traffic growth are significant:

As North American carriers shift

traffic from low-yielding domestic

markets, their international traffic grew

by 6.3% in March. The impact of high

valued Euro saw U.S. carriers capi-

talise on the North Atlantic with a 10%

growth in traffic while European carri-

ers’ operations in the same area con-

tracted by 2%. Overall European carri-

er passenger traffic grew by 3.7%. 

The slowdown in Asia-Pacific carri-

er traffic to 4.3% is significant in that

the region’s booming economies were

expected to immunise them from the

US slowdown. 

African carrier traffic contracted

4.3% as a result of a failed expansion

push into Middle East and Asia mar-

kets in the first part of the previous

year. 

Middle East carriers saw a double-

digit increase of 15.4% reflecting the

expanding economies in the region.

But even this is a significant downward

step from the 20.4% recorded in 2007. 

Latin American carrier traffic con-

tinues to recover from the restructuring

in 2007, boosted by strong demand for

commodities produced in the region.

The 19.7% growth experienced is well

above the 0.5% recorded for the same

time period last year. 

“In the face of such dramatic shifts

in the global economy, consolidation is

critical. The proposed consolidation in

the U.S. is good news. But it makes no

sense that consolidation is limited to

domestic partners. This is a global

industry that needs to be run like a

global business. The U.S.-EU Open

Sky Agreement second stage talks that

open in May must deliver a modern

approach to ownership rules,” said

Bisignani.

Canadian Nexen carries out

projects worth nearly $ half million 

Secretary General of Local Council

here Saeed ba Yamin inspected on

Thursday social development projects

financed by Canadian Nexen

Petroleum Yemen in areas of its works. 

These projects that worth US$ 432

thousands are in field of education and

health. 

Then, bin Yamin chaired a meeting

to officials of Ghail bin Yamin and Sah

districts here and discussed with them

needs of the two districts of develop-

ment projects and projects financed by

the  company in these districts within

its plan for supporting local societies

for 2007. 

The meeting approved list of sug-

gested projects for 2008 included in

social development projects financed

by the company and oil ministry. 

Health Study Research:
Expression of Interest in Prequalification

Marie Stopes International –Yemen / Social Marketing

Project for Reproductive Health Services wishes to

contract with a Study Research Agency to undertake

a Reproductive Health monitoring study in urban and

rural areas of Yemen.

Your Expression of Interest should to e-mailed to the

contact shown below within seven days of publication of

this announcement, including a cover letter describing

survey research experience and mentioning the total

number of full- time employees.  MSI-Yemen/ Social

Marketing Project for Reproductive Health Services will

assess the cover letter to identify agencies to be

prequalified, and then email a Request for Proposal to

each prequalified agency.

Contact:   Research, Monitoring and Evaluation

Manager, Social Marketing Project Department

E-mail (mscsmres@y.net.ye)
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How has your experience as a gover-
nor and as deputy governor before
that influenced your decisions now
that you are a minister based in
Sana’a?
I am proud and honoured by the peo-
ple’s love in Hadramout and my expe-
rience in that governorate. I would like
to emphasize here that it was a team
effort and what we have accomplished
in Hadramout is because of the support
and encouraging environment created
by the citizens of that governorate in
the first place and of course with the
support of the political leadership. 

During my work now as a minister, I
reflect all the time on how it was while
I was a governor and try to create a sys-
tem and procedures that would help
facilitate the work of the governors
around the republic. I work on empow-
ering the governors and increasing
decentralization and the authority local
governors and administration councils
have. 

The gubernatorial elections are the
application of a commitment in the
presidential program, which I was
entrusted to accomplish. There were
several steps to leading to this phase
such as the previous two local council
terms. I hope that I will be able to
accomplish this in a way that endorses
democracy.

As for the responsibility of
governors, I would like to advise each
governor to respect the particularities
of that governorate and to be humble
and close to the people. Especially now
that governors are to be elected, they
should be closer to the people as they
are considered a direct extension of the
people’s authority in the governorate. 

These governors must realize that
they are the first batch of elected
governors and have an even larger
responsibility to confirm the success of
decentralization through this election
process. I do think that a big part of the
success of the governors’ election
process depends directly on the
characters and the attitudes of the first
batch of elected governors
individually.

What do you read in the opposition
boycott of the gubernatorial
elections? Do you agree that this is a
repetition of their mistake in the
1997 parliamentary elections?
There is a kind of egotism in the way

the opposition is acting. They
demanded that governors come from
the governorates themselves, and when
they got the chance they rejected the
initiative and opted to boycott the
whole process. They represent only 10
to 13 percent of the members of the
local council, so their boycott will not
really affect the election procedure in
numbers. 

There are some limitations in the
legislation governing the election
process, such as the requirement that
the candidates should have at least
10 years experience in the
government, the organized private
sector or in international non-
governmental organizations
(NGOs). Why are people with
experience in local NGOs and people
with experience in the non-organized
private sector excluded?
They are not excluded as such; in fact
people with experience in the local
NGOs are included by implication as
part of the candidates with experience
in the international NGOs. However,
with regards to those in the non-
organized private sector, you cannot
expect a governor to be able to
complete his or her duties properly if
they were working previously in a farm
or running a small grocery shop. There
is a standard we should aspire to
maintain.

How did you come up with this
mechanism in the first place?
Well, we had been preparing since
2006 because the promise to have the
governors elected was in the
president’s program and so we had to
live up to the promise he gave the
people. We also created three surveys
whereby we polled the political
activities, the academics and the civil
society on the concept of electing the
governors and the mechanism and we
got a positive feedback. 

I believe that one form of democracy
is run by the elite, the people who have
the knowledge and the ability to judge
and participate effectively. They were
the ones we consulted before we
embarked on the procedure. I would
like to again call on any person or body
that has some input they believe would
help our work endorsing a strong,
decentralized democratic system to
come forward.

Do you think that this initiative will
help ease the social and political
tension especially in the Southern
governorates?
Yes, I do. I think that the governors
being elected by the local council,
which the people elected, means that
the governors have some kind of
legitimacy coming from the people
themselves. In my opinion, the
governor’s role is  very important, even
more important than that of the
minister, because he or she is in direct
contact with the people and play a
crucial role in conveying their concern
to the authority and vice versa.

How do you plan to improve the
governors’ performance?
After the elections are over, we will
have a three-day assembly where we
provide the elected governors with
tools and training to enable them to
carry out their responsibilities. We will
assist them in developing their
program or action plan for the
remainder of this year and for next
year. Don’t forget that it is a learning
process and the public also has
ownership in correcting and assisting
the governors that they have indirectly
chosen. So they could come to the local
councils and demand something to be
reformed or give their feedback to the
council on the performance of the
governor.

Here is where the opposition is
mistaken in boycotting the elections:
the governor will not be able to receive
their input. Had the opposition in the
local councils supported the process,
the elected governor would feel
obliged to these members regardless of
their political affiliations. Now with
this boycott, there could be a kind of
uneasiness within the local councils
and between the elected governor and
the boycotting members of the local
councils.

Where do women stand in the local
administration system?
I believe women are very capable. We
are moving towards a quota of 15
percent in the local councils. This
could be described in one of two ways:
one is to create a committee for women
in the local council, or to have an open
membership for women to create 15
percent of the local council which

doesn’t confine them. We are still
discussing the options and we are
involving civil society in this process
and have agreed with Amal Al-Basha
of the Sisters Arab Forum to gather the
civil society and have input through
recommending laws and legislations in
the local councils’ procedures to
endorse women’s participation. In my
opinion, I think there is no other
solution to endorse women’s political
participation other than the quota
system.

What are the procedures you have
created to ensure the elections would
be fair and transparent?
We are committed to international
standards regarding transparency and
equal opportunity. We have created a
manual to be used in the election
process. This procedure manual
concerns the process of the governor’s
elections as a whole. It includes forms
and tables to be used in the various
procedures and has a step-by-step
instruction list to cover the elections in
three phases: preparation and role of
the supervisory committee, candidate
application process and the actual day
of election and voting process. The
manual includes procedures for
training of the personnel involved in
the process as well as precautionary
measures to ensure transparency and
how to report fraud if something goes
wrong. 

As the Minister of Local
Administration, what do you aspire
to and what do you need to
accomplish your aspirations?
My aspiration is to create a local
administrative system where the
people’s needs come first. That all
citizens are able to do their paperwork
closer to their place of living, and feel
that their local authority is able to
fulfill their needs without having to go
to the capital and endure the difficulties
of a centralized system. I want citizens
to feel that the money they pay for the

services they get through the water,
telephone or any other bills comes
back to them in terms of better local
services and facilities. I also hope that
local citizens have a say in the future of
their local administration and the
regulations that affect their everyday
life without fearing they will not be
heard or worse, be victimized for
standing up for themselves.

Isn’t this a bit ambitious considering
the current situation?
Not really. We don’t give ourselves the
credit we deserve. I can tell you many
examples of in the rural areas of
Hadramout where I was governor,
where nomads went straight to the
local council and said they did not like
how a certain authority figure was
behaving.  They were able to get their
voices heard and their demands met. 

This brings me to the difficulties we
face. One of them is the domination of
a centralized culture even among the
people, who believe that nothing can
be done unless they travel to the capital

city or have someone in the central
government to attend to their needs.
This is partially because of the long
time the centralized system was in
control, but things now are changing
and we need the people to support the
changes and embrace them.

Also the international organizations
need to understand this and try to
recreate their programs and strategies
and not only focus on the central
government. They need to think of the
local administrations as partners and
not just extensions of the central
government.

The goal of my work is to create a
local administration strategy that
allows many of the stalling projects
and budgets to move forward and
development to be more spread out and
not just contained in certain areas. We
aim to support the governorates to be
stand alone bodies that can make their
own decisions within an overall
country policy without needing to refer
to the central government on every
issue.
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Hilal dealing with the local people’s needs when he was governor in

Hadramout.

PP
rior to his appointment as Minister of Local
Administration, Abdul Qader Hilal was the
governor of Hadramout for over six years, after
being governor in Ibb for seven. He has been
working in the government since his graduation

from the Police Academy specialized in Law in 1986. His high
diploma in local administration and affiliation with many civil
society organizations has made him closer to the people and is
remembered fondly. 
Born in Sana’a in 1962, he was raised in a well-educated family
that respects learning, as his father was a renowned religious
scholar and man of knowledge. Abudul Qader Hilal is married
and has nine children.
Today, Hilal’s main challenge is to help governors overcome the
difficulties they suffer because of the centralized political
system and to ensure that Yemen’s experience with
gubernatorial elections is a positive one.
Nadia Al-Sakkaf, Editor in Chief of Yemen Times met with Hilal
and spoke with him about decentralization and the importance
of local governors.

APOLLO TRAVEL COMPANY

REQUIRE QUALIFIED AND EXPERIENCED 
PROFESSIONALS FOR THE FOLLOWING 
POSITIONS TO HANDLE OUR NEW GSA 
OPERATIONS OF SAMA AIRLINES. 

A) AIRPORT SERVICES MANAGER – SANAA 
AIRPORT;
B) SALES MANAGER;
C) TICKETING ASSISTANTS;
D) ACCOUNTANTS;

GRADUATES WITH MINIMUM 3 YEARS 
EXPERIENCE IN THE AIRLINE INDUSTRY NEED TO 
APPLY BEFORE 15TH MAY 2008 TO:   M/S APOLLO 
TRAVEL CO., P.O.BOX 18286,  HADDA STREET, 
SANAA, YEMEN.  PHONE: 444111/444 888   FAX: 
440 525  EMAIL: tofikalnihmy@y.net.ye

Minister of Local Administration to Yemen Times:

“My aspiration is to create a local administrative

system where the people’s needs come first”

Abdul Qader Hilal



¢FKs §U±FW ≈» √≤e«‰ «∞LMUÆB∑Os «∞∑U∞O∑Os

≠FKv «ôîu… «∞LIUË∞Os «∞d«̈∂Os «∞bîu‰ ≠w ≥U¢Os «∞LMUÆB∑Os √Ë √•b≥LU ¢Ib¥r ©K∂U¢Nr «∞ªDOW îö‰ √ËÆU‹ «∞bË«Â «∞dßLw
«∞v «ôœ«̧… «∞FU±W ∞KAµuÊ «∞LU∞OW - «ùœ«̧… «∞FU±W ∞KLA∑d¥U‹ Ë«∞LªU“Ê - «∞bË¸ «_{̧w °L∂Mw ̧zUßW «∞πU±FW - ±b¥MW ≈» -
±b¥d¥W «∞ENU̧ - «∞∫dÂ «∞πU±Fw - ÅK∂W «∞ºOb… √̧ËÍ.
∞Ad«¡ Ë«ß∑öÂ Ë£Uzo «∞LMUÆB∑Os / «∞LMUÆBW Ë–∞p ±IU°q «∞dßuÂ «∞L∫bœ… √́öÁ ô¢dœ.
∞I∂u‰ «∞FDU¡«‹ ¥A∑d◊  «ô∞∑e«Â °LU ¥Kw:
1.¢Ib¥r «∞FDU¡«‹ ( «ôÅq + ≤ºª∑Os ) œ«îq ±EU̧¥n ±GKIW Ë±ª∑u±W °U∞ALl «ô•Ld Ë±J∑u» ́KONU «ßr «∞πNW ÅU•∂W

«∞LAdËŸ Ë¸Ær «∞LMUÆBW Ë«ßr «∞LAdËŸ Ë«ßr ±IbÂ «∞FDU¡ Ë≠w ©Ot Øq ±U ¥Kw :
√.{LUÊ °MJw √Ë ®Op ±I∂u‰ «∞b≠l ∞BU∞̀ §U±FW ≈» °L∂Km ±IDuŸ (ØLU ≥u ±u{` √́öÁ) ËÅU∞̀ ∞Lb… (±UzW ËîLºuÊ

¥u±UÎ) ±s ¢U̧¥a ≠∑̀ «∞LEU̧¥n ±s √•b «∞∂Mu„ «∞LF∑Lb… Ë«∞LBdÕ ∞NU ±s Æ∂q «∞∂Mp «∞LdØeÍ «∞OLMw ̈Od ±AdË◊  Ë̈Od
ÆU°q ∞û∞GU¡ . 

».Åu¸ ∞Ku£Uzo «∞∑U∞OW ( ßU̧¥W «∞LHFu‰ ∞FUÂ 8002 ±l ≈ •CU̧ «ôÅq ́Mb  ≠∑̀ «∞LEU̧¥n ∞Gd÷ «∞LDU°IW ) :
(«∞∂DUÆW «∞Cd¥∂OW + «∞∂DUÆW «∞∑U±OMOW + «∞∂DUÆW «∞eØu¥W + ®NUœ… «∞∑ºπOq Ë«∞∑BMOn °U∞b§̧W «ôË∞w Ë«∞∏U≤OW)

Ã.°OU≤U‹ Ë±∑DK∂U‹ «∞∑Q≥Oq «∞L∫bœ… ≠w ÆUzLW «∞∂OU≤U‹ Ë «∞u£Uzo «∞LuØb… ∞c∞p Ë √Í °OU≤U‹ √Ë ±FKu±U‹ ¥dÈ ±IbÂ «∞FDU¡
≈̧≠UÆNU

œ.«∞LªDDU‹ «∞LºKLW «∞ªUÅW °U∞LMUÆBW ±ª∑u±W ±s ±IbÂ «∞FDU¡ ±l Åu¸… ∞ºMb ®d«¡ Ë£Uzo «∞LMUÆBW .

2)  «∞∑IOb °U∞L∂U∞m Ë«∞Lu«́Ob Ë≠∑d«‹ «∞ºd¥UÊ Ë«∞Bö•OW  ( «∞L∫bœ… √́ö… ) Ë∞Jq ≈§d«¡ ́Kv •bÁ ±s «ô§d«¡«‹ «∞Lu{∫W
∞JK∑U «∞LMUÆB∑Os . ßO∑r ≠∑̀ «∞LEU̧¥n ≠w ÆÚW «ô§∑LÚU‹ - «∞bË¸ «∞∏U≤w ( «ôîOd ) - °L∂Mw ̧zUßW  «∞πU±FW - «∞∫dÂ
«∞πU±Fw - ÅK∂W «∞ºOb… √̧ËÍ . °∫Cu¸ √Å∫U» «∞FDU¡«‹ √Ë ±s ¥L∏KNr °∑Hu¥i ̧ßLw (√Åq) ±uÆl Ë±ª∑uÂ .

¥LJs ∞Kd«̈∂Os «∞LAU̧ØW ≠w «ô©öŸ ́Kv Ë£Uzo «∞LMUÆB∑Os Æ∂q ®d«zNU Ë–∞p îö‰ «∞bË«Â «∞dßLw Ë≠IUÎ ∞KLu«́Ob «∞L∫bœ…
∞Jq ±MUÆBW ́Kv •b… . 

General Tender
Ibb University Works Projects

Ibb University announces the following two tenders:

Interested contractors who would like to bid for both or either of these projects must submit written applications

during office working hours to the General Financial Department – General Purchase and Inventory Department

located on the ground floor of the University’s Presidency building, Ibb City, Al-Thahar district, University

Campus, Saida Arwa Section.

The application fees are non refundable for purchase the tenders forms and documents.

In order to be accepted, the applicants must:

1) Present original + 2 copies of the tenders in closed envelops sealed with red wax, on which the project

party, name, bid number and the applicants name are written. The envelops must also contain:

a. Bank guarantee or acceptable check in the name of Ibb University with the sum described in

the above table and valid for one hundred and fifty days from the date of opening the

envelopes. Banking statements must be unconditional and cannot be cancelled and must be

endorsed by any of the banks approved by the Yemeni Central Bank.

b. A copy of the tax card, insurance card, alms card, registration and first and second-degree

categorization certificates. All documents must be valid for 2008.

c. Details and qualification information along with the endorsing documents and any other

papers the applicant sees relevant.

d. Blue prints relating to the tender stamped by the applicant’s official stamp with a copy of the

tender document purchasing receipt. 

2) Commitment to the amounts and appointments and the validation duration as described above and for

each of the procedures mentioned for both projects.

Envelopes will be opened at the meetings hall, second floor at the Presidency Building of the University

Campus Saida Arwa Section. They will be opened in the presence of the applicants or their legal

representatives who have a signed and sealed original deputation document.

Interested applicants are invited to review the tender documents prior to purchase during official working

hours according to the hours mentioned in the table above and for each project individually.
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Médecins Sans Frontières (MSF), is a medical humanitarian organization that delivers emergency aid to people affected by 

armed conflicts, epidemics, natural or man-made disasters. MSF provides assistance irrespective of race, religion or 

political convictions.

MSF France is providing healthcare services to the population mainly in Haydan, Razeh and Altalh Districts.

- Finance and HR assistant
The finance and HR assistant contributes to the organization of administration of national staff and accountancy tasks in the 

fields, supported by the coordination team.

Required qualifications:
� Major in accountancy (ACPA and ASCA) and HR experience

� Rigorous, trustful and autonomous and strong detail management

� Flexible and committed

� Good computer (obligatory) and organizational skills 

� Fluent in English (spoken and written)

- Nurses
Ensuring the quality of reception for hospitalised patients and the management of the follow up of their health care.

Required qualifications:
� Females nurses mostly welcome

� Organizational skills and proactive

- Midwives
The midwife is responsible for all aspects of the maternity department under the supervision of a specialized doctor.

Required qualifications:
� Valid medical diploma

� Organizational skills and proactive

- Anaesthetist
The anaesthetist will be part of the surgery team, make up with surgeon and OT nurse.

Required qualifications:
� Valid medical diploma with anaesthetist specialization

� Good skills in English

* Required qualifications for all positions:
� Able to go in the fields in Saada governorate

� Minimum of 2 years professional experience

� Arabic speaker

� Sense of organization and initiative

� High stress tolerance

� Communication skills

Applications must be in English language. Applicants should submit a Cover Letter, CV, copies of diplomas, relevant 

training certificates, work certificates, ID card, and any recommendation letter from previous employers to:

Medecins sans Frontieres France 

P.O. Box 12565 Old University Post Office,

Sana’a

Only full documented applications will be considered and short listed candidates will be contacted for interviews. No face to 

face contact or phone contact will be considered. 

Deadline for application: May 20
th

 2008

Medecins Sans Frontieres - France
INVITATION FOR BIDS

Aden Refinery Company (ARC) invites local contractors classified in Grade (1), and foreign contracting

companies who can demonstrate that they are suitably qualified and experienced in turn-key projects as a

prime contractor to submit bids for.

Construction of Aden Refinery Administration Building

• Intending bidders may obtain the Tender Documents in English Language from the Project Department

at (ARC) headquarter, Aden, upon payment of a non-refundable fee of US$1,500

• Bidders should submit their sealed offers, one original and two copies, to the following address: 

Aden Refinery Company 

Refinery Manager, Chairman of Tender Board

Little Aden, Aden

Tel: + 967 2 376258 Fax + 967 2 376600

Email: aden refinery@y.net.ye

• Bids must reach the headquarter of (ARC) before 11:00 hours on Sunday 22nd June, 2008 late bids

will be rejected.

• Bids will be opened in the presence of bidders representatives who chose to attend at 11:00 hours on

Sunday 22nd June, 2008 

• Bids will be preliminary qualified to comply with the Instructions to Tenderers. Bidders shall

accompany their bids the following:

- Bid Security in the sum of 2.5 % of the tender value valid for 120 days from the date of this

announcement obtained from a locally registered bank or in the form of a certified check. 

- Details of similar projects carried out within the past five years as prime contractor, details of the

clients for whom the work was undertaken.

• The local bidder shall accompany by his bid the following: 

- Certificate of Grade (1) contractor.

- Valid tax card.

- Valid insurance card.

- Valid commercial registry certificate.

• Foreign bidder shall accompany by his bid the following:

- A valid company Registration Certificate.

- A valid Certificate of Insurance.

• The successful bidder will be obliged to pay a city services fees in the sun of 1% of the bid value.

Any taxes, duties, levies related to the works shall be paid by the successful contractor to laws of

the Republic of Yemen. 

• ARC will facilitate a site visit for eligible bidders upon their request. Intending bidders may obtain

further information from the following contact address (Sat - Wed 7:00 - 4:00)

Aden Refinery Company 

Manager Projects/Deputy Manager Projects

Tel: + 967 2 376231 fax + 967 2 376600/601

Email: aden refinery@y.net.ye 

Tender

No.

4/ 2008

5 /2008

Project Name

Central Library

Building

University Campus

services –

infrastructure works

– first phase

Project

documents

fees

150,000 YR

150,000 YR

Tender

guarantee

amount in

YR

38,000,000

31,000,000

Last date

for review

or purchase

of project

documents

1 /6/2008

24 /5/2008

Envelopme

nts opening

dates

Sunday

15/6/2008 

At 11 AM

Saturday

7/6/2008 

At 11 AM

Envelopme

nts opening

dates

Sunday

15/6/2008 

At 11 AM

Saturday

7/6/2008 

At 11 AM

Source of

funding

100%

governmental

100%

governmental

±MUÆBW ́U±W
(√́LU‰ √®GU‰) ±s §U±FW ≈»

±Bb¸
«∞∑Lu¥q

•Ju±w
001%

•Ju±w
001%

≠∑d… ßd¥UÊ
«∞FDU¡ ±s
¢U̧¥a  ≠∑̀
«∞LCU̧¥n

021¥uÂ

021 ¥uÂ

±úb Ë¢U̧¥a
¢ºKOr Ë≠∑̀
«∞LCU̧¥n

¥uÂ «ô•b
51/6/8002Â «∞ºÚW
«∞∫Uœ¥W ́Ad… Å∂U•UÎ
¥uÂ «∞º∂X 
6/7/8002Â «∞ºÚW
«∞∫Uœ¥W ́Ad… Å∂U•UÎ

√îd ±úb
∞∂Ol «∞u£Uzo
Ë«ô©öŸ ́KONU
Æ∂q «∞Ad«¡

1/6/8002Â 

5/42/8002Â 

±∂Km {LUÊ
«∞FDU¡
(°U∞d¥U‰)

000,000,83

000,000,13

ÆOLW Ë£Uzo
«∞LMUÆBW
(«∞dßuÂ °U∞d¥U‰)

000,051

000,051

¸Ær
«∞LMUÆBW

4/ 8002

5/8002

«ßr «∞LAdËŸ
(±u{uŸ «∞MUÆBW)

±∂Mw «∞LJ∑∂W «∞LdØe¥W

îb±U‹ «∞∫dÂ «∞πU±Fw
( √́LU‰ «∞∂MOW «∞∑∫∑OW
«∞Ld•KW «ôË∞w )



¢∫X ®FU̧ √ßd… Ë«•b… Ë±πLu´W ̧«zb… «≤FIb «∞LK∑Iv «_Ë‰ ∞KFU±KOs
°LπLu´W «∞dË¥AUÊ °∫Cu¸ «∞AOa/ ±∫Lb °s ¥∫Ow «∞dË¥AUÊ - ̧zOf
±πKf «ùœ«̧… •HEt «∞∞t Ë√Ø∏d ±s 006 ±u™n ±s ±u™Hw ®dØU‹
Ë±RßºU‹ «∞LπLu´W Ë«∞∂Mp «∞∑πU̧Í «∞OLMw °S±U≤W «∞FUÅLW ≠w ≤UœÍ
{∂U◊ «∞Ad©W ∞ú•∑HU‰ °OuÂ «∞FLU‰ «∞FU∞Lw ËÆb ¢CLs «∞∫Hq «∞Fb¥b
±s «_≤ADW Ë«∞HId«‹ «∞∑d≠ONOW Ë±ºd•OW ∞KL∂bŸ ±∫Lb Æ∫DUÊ Ë≠dÆ∑t.
ØLU ¢r ≈§d«¡ ́LKOW «∞º∫V ∞KFb¥b ±s «∞πu«ze, Ë«î∑∑r «∞∫Hq °LQœ°W
¨b«¡ ∞JU≠W «∞∫U{d¥s ¢∂FNU °d≤U±Z ¢d≠ONw ≠w ±d«≠o ≤UœÍ {∂U◊
«∞Ad©W.

Ë¥Q¢w √≤FIUœ «∞LK∑Iv «_Ë‰ ∞KFU±KOs ≠w ËÆX ¢ANb ≠Ot «∞LπLu´W
≤NCW ¢MEOLOW Ë¢Du¥d¥W ®U±KW ́Kv ØU≠W ±∫UË¸ «∞FLq Ë¥L∏q ≥c«
«∞LK∑Iv √•b ±∫UË¸ ≥c« «∞∑Du¸.

ËÆb √∞Iv «∞AOa ±∫Lb °s ¥∫v «∞dË¥AUÊ- ̧zOf ±πKf «ôœ«̧…
ØKLW ®Jd ≠ONU §LOl «∞FU±KOs ≠w «∞LπLu´W Ë•∏Nr ́Kv °c‰ «∞Le¥b ±s
«∞πNb ∞∑∫IOo «_≥b«· «∞Ld§u…. ØLU √{U· √Ê ≤πUÕ «∞LπLu´W ¥F∑∂d
≤πU•U ∞Jq «∞FU±KOs. Ë«∞Hªd Ë«ô´∑e«“ °LU ¢∫Io ±s ≤πU•U‹ Ë√Ê
«ô≠∑ªU̧ °U∞JOn Ë∞Of °U∞Jr. ØLU ¢LMv ∞πLOl «∞FU±KOs œË«Â «∞MπUÕ
Ë«∞∑IbÂ ≠w ±NU±Nr. 

ØLU √∞Iv «_ß∑U– /ÅU∞̀ ́∂b«∞Kt «∞dË¥AUÊ - ±b¥d ́UÂ «∞LπLúW
ØKLW ÆU‰ ≠ONU "Ë≤∫s ≤∫∑Hq °S≤πU“«‹ ́UÂ ØU±q ¢∫IIX °HCq «∞Kt ±s
îö‰ ́LKJr «∞bƒË» Ë§NuœØr «∞L∂U̧ØW ≠Ib ØUÊ √œ«zJr ¸«zFU Ë∞OJs
®FU̧≤U §LOFUÎ √Ê ≤FLq °∑LOe ËØHU¡… √́Kv ≤∫u ¢∫IOo «∞dƒ¥W «∞∑w
Ë{FNU «∞AOa ±∫Lb °s ¥∫Ow «∞dË¥AUÊ- ̧zOf ±πKf «ùœ«̧… √Ê ≤JuÊ
≠w «∞Bb«̧Á ́Kv «∞Lº∑uÈ «∞L∫Kw Ë«ùÆKOLw Ë√Ê ¥º∑AFd Øq ≠dœ œË¸Á
«∞NUÂ ≠w ¢∫IOo ≥cÁ «∞dƒ¥W √≤DöÆUÎ ±s ̧¨∂∑t °U∞MπUÕ Ë≈œ¸«Øt √±U≤W
«∞Lºµu∞OW «∞∑w ¢I∑CONU ±BK∫W «∞FLq."

Ë≠w «_îOd √Øb «_ß∑U– / ÅU∞̀ «∞dË¥AUÊ "̈U¥∑MU Ø∂Od… ¢º∑b́w ±MU
√ß∑MNU÷ «∞NLr Ë«∞FLq °SÅd«̧ ≤∫u «∞∑LOe Ë√Ê ¥ºNr Øq ≠dœ ≠w °MU¡
±uÆFt «∞LMUßV Ë¥∫bœ ±JU≤∑t ≠w «∞AdØW, Ë±FUÎ ≤∫bœ ±JU≤W «∞LπLu´W
≠w «∞ºu‚.∞MJs ́Kv «∞Lu´b ≠w ≤NU¥W 0102Â ËÆb •IIMU •KLUÎ ¥FbÁ
«∞∂Fi ±º∑∫OöÎ ËØq ́UÂ Ë«∞πLOl °ªO‡‡d. "

Ë≠w ØKLW «_ß∑U– /≤Au«Ê ±∫Lb √•Lb «∞Fd¥Iw- ¸zOf ÆDUŸ
«∞∑Du¥d Ë«∞Lu«̧œ «∞∂Ad¥W°U∞LπLu´W √Ê ≥c« «∞LK∑Iv ßO∑∫u‰ ≈∞v
±∫DW ßMu¥W ¥JdÂ ≠Ot «∞L∂b́uÊ Ë«∞LMπeËÊ Ë«∞HUzeËÊ ≠w ß∂U‚ «∞∑LOe
«∞cÍ √≤DKIX ÅHU̧¢t ±l °b«¥W ́UÂ 8002Â.

Ë≠w ≈©U̧ ¢∫ºOs «_Ë{UŸ «∞LFOAOW ∞Lu™Hw «∞LπLu´W
¢r ÅbË¸ «∞Fb¥b ±s «∞Id«̧«‹ ́s ̧zOf ±πKf «ùœ«̧… •HEt
«∞Kt ∞∑∫ºOs «∞Lº∑uÈ «∞LFOAw ∞JU≠W «∞FU±KOs °U∞LπLu´W
ËØUÊ ±s √°d“≥U ±M̀ ØU≠W «∞FU±KOs °AdØU‹ Ë±RßºU‹
«∞LπLu´W “¥Uœ… ≈ß∑∏MUzOW ´Kv «∞d«¢V °LFU¥Od ±FOMW
Ë°MºV ±ª∑KHW ±l «∞∑dØOe ́Kv ̧≠l «∞∫b «ôœ≤w ∞KdË«¢V
´Kv ±º∑uÈ ØU≠W «∞u™Uzn °U∞LπLu´W. ØLU √®U̧ √Ê ≥MU„
«∞Le¥b ±s «∞Id«̧«‹ Ë«ù§d«¡«‹ «∞∑w ß∑∑ªc ≠w ß∂Oq
¢∫IOo √•b √≥r «ô≥b«· «_ß∑d«¢OπOW ∞ú´u«Â 8002-
0102Â ∞KuÅu‰ °U∞Lº∑uÈ «∞LFOAw ∞Lu™Hw «∞LπLu´W
∞OJuÊ «_´Kv œîöÎ ́Kv ±º∑uÈ «∞OLs.
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«≤FIUœ «∞LK∑Iv «_Ë‰ ∞KFU±KOs °U∞LπLúW 

«∞AOa ±∫Lb °s ¥∫v «∞dË¥AUÊ
¸zOf ±πKf «ôœ«̧…

«ôß∑U–/ ÅU∞̀ ́∂b«∞Kt «∞dË¥AUÊ
±b¥d ́UÂ «∞LπLúW

«ôß∑U–/ ≤Au«Ê ±∫Lb √•Lb «∞Fd¥Iw
¸zOf ÆDUŸ «∞∑Du¥d Ë«∞Lu«̧œ «∞∂Ad¥W



By: Jamal Mohammed Al-
Ja’abi 

YY
emeni Minister of
Foreign Affairs Dr.
Abu Bakr Al-Qirbi
announced in
Sana’a cancellation

of his visit to the United States of
America, which was scheduled to
begin on April 15, 2008. It was
possible for the cancellation of the
visit to be seen as a normal and
familiar event and so was its post-
ponement. 

But, the visit made by Director
of the American Federal Bureau
for Investigation (FBI) to Sana’a
and the leaked information about
this visit saying it is relates with
the most recent terrorist attacks
that allegedly targeted the U.S.
Embassy, east of Sana’a, and a for-
eign residential compound, south-
west of Sana’a. 

According to the leaked infor-
mation, the FBI Director’s visit is
also related with targeting
Canadian Nexen Petroleum
Company in Sana’a, as well as the
U.S. Administration demand to
arrest two wanted terror suspects
Jamal Al-Badwi and Jabr Al-
Bana’a who are available in
Yemen. 

In addition, it has been dis-
closed that the American Official’s

visit has something to do with the
growing tension in South Yemen
and other events invented in
Yemen, thereby helping the coun-
try’s dire situation worsen and
drawing attention of the U.S.
Administration. 

Therefore, postponing or can-
celing Yemeni Foreign Minister’s
scheduled visit to the U.S. necessi-
tates further contemplation and
discussion for being, in one way or
another, related with a statement
released by Spokesman of the U.S.
Embassy in Sana’a Rayne Gleha,
which was published in Al-
Sahwa.net. 

The American diplomat’s state-
ment reads, “Yemeni government
informed us that it decided to post-
pone a scheduled visit to be con-
ducted by its Foreign Minister Dr.
Abu Bakr Al-Qirbi to the United
States because of contradictory
dates in the official’s itinerary.” 

At this point, one can closely
contemplates and discusses what
‘contradictory dates’ means, par-
ticularly as such a mysterious
behavior is wide open for the
numerous predictions pursued by
the U.S. Administration in its deal-
ings with certain political regimes
such as the Yemeni one that has
more than one face during any
actions of this kind. 

Yemen’s political regime has

more than one way in dealing with
events. It possesses an address for
internal consumption that shows
rigidity and strength, as well as
another address for external con-
sumption that never hesitates to
respond to any foreign demands or
dictations. 

In light of what has been pub-
lished by the press, the real reason
for postponing Al-Qirbi’s visit to
the U.S. can be described as “both
sides – Yemeni government and
the U.S. Embassy – have said the
truth, but not all the truth. The U.S
Embassy confirms what Yemeni
government claims that it has
requested the minister to postpone
the visit. But what was concealed
is that the U.S. Administration
decided to rearrange the visit in
order for the Yemeni official to
meet Assistant U.S. Secretary of
State David Welch in lieu of meet-
ing Secretary of State Condalleeza
Rice according to a previously
prepared itinerary for his visit. 

Surely, changing arranged
appointments implies that the U.S.
Administration is not satisfied
with the visit, which may take
much time to explain. In short, we
must avoid being deceived by
Yemen’s multi-faced regime and
the way it interpret facts. 

Source: Al-Tagheer.com|
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OPINIONOPINION

OO
ne of the probable explanations to the
regular security attacks happening
around the country is that they are
triggered by people in the government
in order to prove that the country is

out of control and hence, legitimise any oppressive
actions and new laws.

Under the pretext of protecting the country’s best
interest a number of suggested laws and amend-
ments to existing ones are proposed and now the
drafts are being finalized before they are presented
to the Parliament for discussion and approval.

These laws include a new one on fighting terror-
ism and protecting the national unity and amend-
ments to crimes and penalty law.

The terrorism and unity law includes 200 penal-
ties ranging from fines to imprisonment on very
judgemental crimes such as harming the unity and
jeopardizing the fundamentals of the Yemeni revo-
lutions. 

The amendments on the crimes and penalty law
include: criminalizing opposition political activities,
punishment for affecting any of the national funda-
mentals negatively, hurting the general moral
through publishing information, increasing the pun-
ishment of anyone who offends the president from
one year to five and adding the cabinet or the secu-
rity, or members of the Parliament or the public
interest to the protected figures or bodies by this law.
The amendments include an additional article stat-
ing a ten-year statement along with a fine for offend-
ing or burning the flag.

Political parties, which are accused of any of the
mentioned clauses, are to be closed down and
deprived from participating in two electoral terms.

There is no problem in trying to protect national
and historic achievements such as the Yemeni Unity.
In fact, this is an accomplishment that should be
considered with high regards. However, like any
agreement we must not forget how the Yemeni Unity
came about; two sides agreed on something and
signed a paper endorsing what they agreed upon.
You cannot force people to stick to an agreement if
they have changed their minds or decided it is not
working. You cannot keep people together by force.
The Yemeni Unity should not and cannot be protect-
ed by laws and security measures. Just like you can-
not make students any more patriotic by forcing
them to sing the national anthem in schools every
morning.

I believe that all these measures and strict laws are
a desperate attempt to stay in control. The instabili-
ty and attacks on government and non-government
establishments could be a cover up in order to save
face and convince the international community that
Yemenis don’t deserve the democratic margins we
used to enjoy relatively. Giving Yemen a bad image
is also the objective of opposition who are trying to
prove that the country is out of control and the rul-
ing system does not deserve to last. 

Ironically, the system and its opposition are doing
the same thing but for different purposes. This out of
control situation gives the terrorist parasites an
excellent environment to thrive in. The only side
who loses in all situations is the Yemeni people who
despite pressure and misery, conclude every day of
suffering by getting high on Qat, as if what is hap-
pening around them is not of their concern. 

In my opinion, Yemen can handle oppressive
regimes, abusive opposition or even terrorist groups,
if its people were alert. Unfortunately all this is hap-
pening to us because the majority of Yemenis spend
one third of their every day sedated and out of cov-
erage. And that is the real problem.

Nadia Al-Sakkaf

A desperate 

system’s last gasp

The problem is the helplessness

people feel. Most people feel

they have lost control, and even a

sense of direction. They drift

along with the current. They feel

uncomfortable with the flow as

they believe there is no one in

charge. 

This is because the Yemeni indi-

vidual is used to an autocratic

system in which things are prede-

termined and people are given

exact roles to play.

Prof. Abdulaziz Al-Saqqaf,

(1951 - 1999)

Founder of Yemen Times
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By: Dr. Abduljabbar Al-Wa’eli 

TT
here are essential dif-
ferences between one’s
allegiance to his/her
homeland and partisan
plurality, but one can

realize that there is much talk about
two concepts with a core difference
in their meanings and terminology.
Also, there is much confusion
between being allegiant to one’s
homeland and suggesting any con-
stitutional amendments until the
extent of making the hearer have
strong faith that both are two faces
of the same coin, particularly when
talks are given by veterans about
the situation of and their being
loyal with their own parties. 

This kind of talks seems to be
confined to the fact that the politi-
cal party or organization is the
main factor for deep-rooting alle-
giance to homeland in the hearts of
citizens while the variety of pro-
grams and strategies, adopted by
these organizations or parties to
describe their structures, originates
from allegiance to homeland. 

In fact, the concept of allegiance
to homeland is composed of reli-
gious and moral rules, legal and
legislative principles and physio-
logical tenets that are inherited

from nation to nation while people
have no differences over this con-
cept despite difference of time and
place. Such a concept can best be
defined as follows: 

Allegiance to homeland is the
love for one’s home soil and the
desire to protect it and defend its
sovereignty, geographic and politi-
cal components, legislations, con-
stitution, and shrines, as well as its
heritage and components of its sys-
tem of governance. 

The definition also includes the
strong will to maintain and con-
serve public property of one’s
homeland, resist any malicious
rumors aimed at harming the
national unity and dignity or under-
estimating the role of any great
men, scholars, leaders and thinkers
of the nation. 

This is the concept of allegiance
to homeland while concept of parti-
san plurality can be defined as:
“The choice between the various
alternatives to integrate into the
political, social, economic and
intellectual life and its practices
through programs and strategies
having their goals, components and
implementation means that vary
from one party to another.” 

This matter is responsible for dif-
ferences between people regarding

choice or loyalty, or anything else
relevant to the invisible or
announced goals, as well as what is
related with the implemented
means and contents. As a result, we
find that political parties and organ-
izations in some countries number
up to 60 and over, and their goals
and programs range from modera-
tion to extremism. Some of these
parties or organizations are often
managed from within by extremist
theories and ideas that sometimes
develop into the level of psycho-
logical disorders while others are
run from within too, but the man-
agement, supervision and actual
control of progress comes from
outside. 

Some political organizations
develop malice and hatred while
others adopt violence for the sake
of achieving their sought-after
objectives. 

In short, allegiance to homeland,
and its components and principles
are all based on the true nature peo-
ple are born with. And this nature is
indispensable for the instinct of
love and loyalty with ones’ home-
land, and defending its legislations,
laws and regulations, which are
agreed upon by all people, mainly
the scholars and men of reason. 

Allegiance amid modernization: 
In the process of modernization,
many politics encounter numerous
issues and problems. One is the
actual and cultural articulation of
nationhood in the process of the
creation of a “nation-state.” One
policy is what was embraced by
Adolf Hitler in Germany, Reza
Mirpang Pahlavi in Iran, and
Slobodan Milosevic in former
Yugoslavia. 

This requires the identification of
only one group as the sole owner of
a country and the elimination, mar-
ginalization, or subjugation (physi-
cal, cultural, etc) of all other
groups. Hitler designated the
Aryans, Reza Mirpang and
Mohammad Reza Pahlavi the
Persians, and Milosovic the Serbs
as the sole owner of his “nation-
state.” 

Each then instituted harsh dis-
crimination against the others. This
method requires a brutal dictator-
ship not only to eliminate and
oppress the other groups but also
all those in the designated domi-
nant group who are liberal, social
democrat, and humanitarian who
oppose genocide, ethnic cleansing
and discrimination.  

But what would Iranian democ-
rats do to develop a modern polity?

Is ethnic cleansing or genocide the
only way to create a modern
nation-state or is there a pluralistic
and democratic way?  In this essay,
I intend to discuss some of the
problems with the dictatorial ethnic
policies in Iran since 1920s and
suggest that we need a different
approach if we are to have plural-
ism and democracy in the post-fun-
damentalist Iran.

Any political parties and organi-
zations claiming to practice the real
concept of national allegiance are
required to cite the components of
their natural instincts and then the
components of their parties’ pro-
grams and strategies, plus any visi-
ble and invisible objectives. Then,
they have to establish an authentic
comparison between such compo-
nents and the above definition of
the national allegiance concept.  

So, all the Yemeni political par-
ties and organizations are recom-
mended to review their moves and
positions regarding the organized
events that claim lives of several
innocent people and advocate
secession, as well as help oppor-
tunists loot public and private prop-
erty. 

Source: Al-Thawra State-Run
Daily

By: Mahmoud Yasin

TT
he United States of
America is
recommended to
maintain a high level of
vigilance while moving

its fingers in South Yemen, as such is
dangerous and may help draw the
authority's attention from cracking
down on terrorists to searching for
the main causes of the national
unity's collapse instead. 

I am not sure that misguidance
and deception endured by people of
South Yemen is attributed to
American vigilant intelligence
movements that unveils an
extravagant appetite of a
superpower, which no longer fears

rapid growth of terrorist cells in a
fertile environment like Yemen.
Consequently, it no longer needs any
entire alliance with the official party
(Yemeni government). 

There is no satisfactory reason for
the notable American indifference,
particularly after the U.S.
administration has been granted the
right to deal with more than one
party. 

I think that one of the pressing
problems in the third world countries
is the exaggeration in estimating or
assessing the American competence.
Therefore, the superpower supposes
that it is not foolish to play in a
vulnerable environment like Yemen,
and in a way resembling the
application of genetic experiments

and playing with the genes. 
Over half a century, the

superpower foolishly stretched its
domination along the equator with
increasing rates of foolish
dominance, which disclosed that the
world's superpower lacks
competence. The U.S.
Administration also unveiled its
needs for having its dominance
stretched beyond the imaginable
limits, thereby contradicting intents
and expectations of the third world
countries and their loose regimes
that lost trust in their capacities. 

I often heard about missing
information and simple designs that
have been so far sought by officials
in the U.S. state and defense
departments. The enraged south part

of our country seems to be the
reserved area, due to be used by the
U.S. Administration to achieve
certain interests for Washington. 

If there is an American mistake in
the south, it may be of that kind
committed during an extra time,
which is much enough for the
American presidential racers to use
as a card of pressure and criticism
against the ongoing U.S.
Administration during their
campaigning. 

The American foreign experience
is not as deadly as it is inland, which
is the salient characteristic of all the
consecutive administrations. An
evident example of this is that the
former U.S. President Nixon did not
leave the White House because of

his failure in Vietnam. He was
forced to leave the White House
because he tried espionage on his
national opponents.

Yemeni authority makes
numerous mistakes of this kind in
South Yemen due to lacking the
general layout and even probably the
detailed information. At one time, it
tries to adopt gratification polices,
while at another time, it send
military troops and tanks to attack
and kill innocent citizens. Yemeni
government is advised to ignore
foolishness of its strong opponent in
the restive south in order to help
people escape unprecedented
catastrophes. 

Source: Al-Sharea Weekly.

National allegiance vs. pluralism

Movement of American fingers in South Yemen

Yemeni Foreign Minister’s scheduled visit to the U.S.

Why was it postponed?
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Al-Sahwa.net, affiliated with the

Islah Party

Thursday, May 1, 2008 

Top Stories 

- 181 HIV-infected cases discovered

in Hodeida until the end of last

March

- Parliamentary report discloses great

violations in Marib Gas Station 

- Dhalea Penal Court condemns 20

suspects of fueling violence 

- Dhalea Education Faculty students

protest against authorities for detain-

ing classmates 

- Dozens killed, injured in renewed

Sa’ada clashes, new mediation com-

mittee search for means to imple-

ment ceasefire agreement 

- Governor elections may not tackle

Yemen’s pressing problems 

Gubernatorial elections are futile

and meaningless under the current sys-

tem of governance that makes gover-

nors merely administrative agents for

the central authority, mainly as the

most recent initiatives indicated local

governance with broad powers in

‘seeming unserious statements’, the

website quoted NDI Country Director

Peter Dimitroff as saying. 

In an interview with Al-Sahwa.net,

Dimitroff questioned why are gover-

nors elected, but not given complete

local powers with regard to taxes,

national resources and local legisla-

tions, for instance. He considers elect-

ed governors under the current political

system as merely administrators for the

central government. 

NDI Country Director added,

“Gubernatorial election was a hurried-

ly taken decision by the National

Defense Council, as if we are in a state

of emergency.” I don’t believe that

electing governors urgently may help

resolve the current issues. 

Dimitroff stressed the necessity of

the Ministry of Local Administration

establishing a clear strategy to delegate

powers to local officials, adding,

“What we need is a clear strategy clar-

ifying the steps of moving toward local

governance with broad powers.” 

Dimitroff clarified that NDI agrees

with the JMP’s viewpoint and feels that

JMP member parties don’t object to

governor elections. These parties want

a clear strategic vision to be based on

clear steps for moving toward local

governance and governor elections. 

He feared that the initiative to elect

governors came as a reaction to resolve

the current situations in the country,

saying, “I don’t think this will be a

workable solution to the current situa-

tion.” 

Marebpress.net, an independent

news website 

Thursday, May 30, 2008 

Top Stories 

- Defense Ministry holds Sa’ada

rebels accountable for consequences

of surprise attacks 

- Saleh paves the way for his son

Ahmad to succeed him as Yemen’s

President, dismisses senior military

officers loyal with half brother Ali

Mohsen 

- Yemeni journalists press

government to cancel Information

Ministry, stop disbanding Al-Wasat

Weekly 

- Yemen Quran Teaching Society

awarded as the best of its kind

worldwide 

- Yemeni people question utility of

gubernatorial elections 

The issue of governor election raised

concern among Yemeni people who

highlight such a subject during their

qat sessions, forums and public

meetings, casting doubt on its integrity,

legitimacy and utility to Yemeni

people, the website reported, adding

that people are split between

proponents, opponents and undecided

about a recent government decision to

elect governors, which NDI Country

Director Peter Dimitroff described as

‘a hasty decision’. 

It quoted Dimitroff as saying that the

initiative to elect governors came as a

reaction to resolve the current dire

situations in the country, “I don’t think

this will be a workable solution to the

current situation,” he commented. 

According to Dimitroff, the elections

don’t constitute an ultimate end. They

are a means for people and parties to

achieve tangible goals, and this process

eventually produces representatives

elected by people to address their

issues. There are many people who

exploit the notable protests and

demonstrations to fabricate problems

and crises. In fact, citizens took to

streets because they are frustrated

about the dire situation and don’t

realize any political party adopting

their issues or working on improving

citizens’ poor living standards. 

“I wonder why governors are

elected, but not given complete local

powers with regard to taxes, national

resources and local legislations, for

instance. Elected governors under the

current political system will be merely

administrators for the central

government,” he maintained. 

26 September.net, affiliated with the

Yemeni Army 

Thursday, May 1, 2008 

Top Stories 

- Seven government troops martyred

in a surprise attack launched by

Sa’ada rebels 

- Second Phase studies on Mukall

Khor Project submitted to relevant

authorities 

- We have a plan to implement

President Saleh’ platform with the

aim of improving laborers’ situation 

- Yemeni scientist appointed

representative for Chairman of

International Federation of

Inventors in Middle East 

- 34 Yemeni citizens killed, 261

injured in road accidents during first

quarter of 2008 

- Government vows to close fuel

stations monopolizing diesel 

The Yemeni army-affiliated news

website reported in one of its lead

stories that the Cabinet gave green

light to the Ministry of the Oil and

Minerals in its weekly meeting on

Tuesday to close the fuel stations that

monopolize diesel. During the

meeting, the cabinet held the oil

ministry responsible for monitoring the

process of supplying and distributing

diesel to the authorized stations

throughout the country and taking the

legal actions against distribution

manipulators. 

The cabinet also approved

complementary procedures to enhance

supplying the local market with diesel

ceaselessly and to regulate the

distribution process at the governorates

level, taking for granted the needed

diesel quantities for the principal

consumers, especially the ministry of

electricity and energy. 

Moreover, the meeting requested the

Supreme Security Committee to

present the requisite decisions with the

aim of taking tough procedures against

smuggling of diesel or any other fuel

products along the coastal line or

through the land borders.

Al-Ahale.net, an independent news

website 

Friday, May 2, 2008 

Top Stories 

- No need for governors working

according to ruler’s directives, says

Dhalea-based Islah Office Chairman

- At least 18 Yemeni young citizens

burned in the Saudi Holocaust 

- Hajja tribal leaders lash out at

government for marginalizing

province’s citizens  

- Hadramout Islah Office Chairman:

Yemen is in need of a federal system

of governance 

- NDI: Boycotting gubernatorial

elections implies political

immaturity in Yemen 

A micro-committee, made up of Vice

President Abdurrabu Mansour Hadi,

Shoura Council Chairman Abdulaziz

Abdulghani and other senior

government officials, is currently

making deals with current governors

prior to their gubernatorial

appointments under the guise of

elections. This came after National

Democratic Institute (NDI) said that

boycotting governor elections implies

that Yemen is still immature in

democracy, expressing concern about

the elimination of women from

candidates’ lists. 

NDI Country Director noted that

gubernatorial election was a hurriedly

taken decision by the National Defense

Council, as if we are in a state of

emergency. I don’t believe that electing

governors urgently may help resolve

the current issues. The Ministry of

Local Administration should establish

a clear strategy to delegate further

powers to local officials. What we need

is a clear a strategy clarifying the steps

of moving toward local governance

with broad powers.

The website went on to say that

“amending the Local Authority Law,

Parliament added a condition that

candidates applying for governor posts

must be registered voters in the same

governorates where they want to run

for governor.” On the second day,

Parliament nullified such a condition in

order to allegedly maintain the ‘higher

national interest’. If a gubernatorial

candidate is not a registered voter in

the same governorate where he is

running for governor, which local

governance is this? 

After Parliament voted for the

proposed legal amendments, the ruling

party learned that most of the current

governors are not registered voters,

which is why it insisted on nullifying

such a condition in order to shape the

relevant law in favor of the current

governors.

By: Xavier Vives 

AA
re banks doomed as a

result of the current

financial crisis? The

securitization of

mortgages originally

was seen as a triumph, because it

shifted risk to financial markets, while

taking deposits and making and

monitoring loans – the purview of

traditional banks – was regarded as

narrow and old-fashioned. By

contrast, modern banks would seek

finance mainly in the interbank

market and securitize their loan

portfolios. 

In theory, such banks should be

immune to runs, because the interbank

market is supposed to be extremely

efficient, and risk would be shifted to

investors willing to bear it. Deposits

would be replaced by mutual funds,

which, as we know, are also immune

to runs, and the risk of structured

investment vehicles (SIV’s) would be

assessed accurately by rating

agencies. All this financial

engineering would avoid the obsolete

capital requirements that burden

banks’ operation. 

The current crisis killed off this

optimistic scenario. The interbank

market has almost collapsed, because

banks do not trust each other in the

same way that we tend not to trust an

eager seller of a second-hand car. 

This is a textbook market failure.

The origin of the problem is

uncertainty about banks’ exposure to

sub-prime mortgages, the risks of

which have been carelessly assessed

by rating agencies due to conflicts of

interest. Northern Rock in the United

Kingdom has been a victim of this

modern banking strategy, as has Bear

Stearns in the United States. Others

may follow soon. 

Moreover, institutions that thought

they had transferred risk to the market

realized that the demise of sponsored

SIV’s would damage their reputations

irreversibly. This implied that they

had to rescue these SIV’s. Alas, they

failed to set aside enough capital for

this unforeseen contingency, and

external investors such as the

sovereign wealth funds of China,

Singapore, and the Middle East have

had to come to the rescue. 

Finally, mutual funds are at risk as

well, because their supposedly safe

investments may sour and the

insurance that backs them now

appears shaky. The sub-prime

contamination of money market funds

would prove disastrous, with

consequences far beyond what we

have seen up to now. The supposed

transfer of risk would turn out to have

been a mirage. 

Are banks, markets, or regulators to

blame? The answer may indicate what

future awaits banks. Some regulators

were irresponsible for not anticipating

the rational profit-maximizing

behavior of institutions with a limited

liability charter and of executives

effectively protected from failure. 

After all, what should banks do

when, instead of keeping sub-prime

mortgages on their books, monitoring

their performance, and incurring

capital requirements, they can

securitize them advantageously

(because the rating agencies have a

stake in the business), avoid capital

requirements, and profit from

investors’ inexperience with such

products. Indeed, even if things turned

ugly and banks’ equity suffered,

executives knew that their own

generous bonuses and pension

packages most likely would not.

Given this, regulators should have

thought twice before permitting off-

balance sheet operations without any

further provision. 

The fundamental question today is

who monitors opaque loans, whether

of the sub-prime or any other variety.

Traditionally, the answer was banks;

in the securitized world, it remains a

question. 

So, is there an alternative to the old-

fashioned monitoring of loans by

banks? 

Perhaps if those securitized

packages had been properly rated, the

originating institution would be

obliged to retain a share to signal to

the market that risk was being

controlled. And, clearly, the idea that

capital requirements were not needed

for banks’ off-balance sheet activities

(because the banks were not bearing

the risk), was simply wrong. 

Appropriate regulation – including

regulation of rating agencies – would

most likely make traditional banks

popular again. A reconsideration of

banks’ limited liability charter would

go even further in restoring

credibility. 

The principle is simple: when your

own money is at stake, you tend to be

careful. But when you can play with

others’ money and expect a very high

reward for success and no punishment

for failure, the incentives for

irresponsible risk-taking become

enormous. 

Xavier Vives is Professor of

Economics and Finance at IESE

Business School, Barcelona. 

Copyright: Project Syndicate, 2008. 
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By: Anne-Marie Slaughter

II
mmediately after taking office

last month, Pakistani Prime

Minister Yousuf Raza Gilani

ordered the release of the 60

judges who had been detained

by President Pervez Musharraf since

November. This is a triumph for the

rule of law in Pakistan, and above all a

triumph for the brave Pakistani

lawyers who took to the streets to

protest Musharraf’s imposition of a

state of emergency last autumn. 

The lawyers marched, sang, danced,

and exchanged their briefcases for

signs and, occasionally, eggs and

stones. As one Pakistani blogger

wrote, “They danced in black coats

and they danced in black ties. Their

black coats their Kalashnikovs and

their black ties their bullets.” In a

world of color revolutions, Pakistan’s

was clothed in the sober hues of the

law. 

Last November, Musharraf

effectively declared war on both the

bar and the judiciary, dismissing all

judges who refused to recognize his

declaration of a state of emergency,

purportedly aimed at protecting the

nation from terrorists. The seven-

member Supreme Court, headed by

Chief Justice Iftikar Mohammad

Chaudhry, countered by issuing an

order barring the government from

proclaiming emergency rule. 

Musharraf dissolved the Supreme

Court and the four High Courts, put

Chaudhry and his entire family under

house arrest, sealed the Supreme Court

premises under army guard, and

proceeded to arrest and detain all

judges who refused to swear allegiance

to the Provisional Constitutional Order

upholding the state of emergency. The

result was the detention of most of the

senior judiciary, as well as bar

association presidents across the

country and all leading lawyers and

human rights activists seeking to

defend judicial independence. 

In the ensuing protests, lawyers

were routinely beaten, gassed,

brutalized, and humiliated. They stood

with and for their judges, making it

virtually impossible for judges willing

to take Musharraf’s oath of allegiance

to operate. The lawyer’s movement, it

seems, drove a historic wedge between

the judiciary and the executive. 

Yet in Pakistan, the United States,

and other countries where lawyers

have helped to lead fights for human

rights and the rule of law, lofty ideals

cloak an equally important set of

interests. The Pakistani lawyers were

safeguarding their livelihoods as much

as their principles. Lawyers cannot

practice without judges to hear their

cases. And clients will not bring those

cases unless they believe that the

judges are independent enough to

decide cases on the merits, rather than

on the basis of bribes or political

considerations. 

These interests also help explain

why Kenya’s lawyers were at the

forefront of protests against the

corruption of President Daniel Arap

Moi’s regime in the early 1990’s, but

much less visible in the eruption of

tribal violence this past year.

Corruption corrodes the possibility of

making a living through the law, which

becomes a preserve of the rich. By

contrast, in crises fueled by ethnic

conflict, lawyers’ interests are not so

clear. 

Noting the convergence between

ideals and interests does not in any

way demean the Pakistani lawyers’

courage and the importance of their

protests. America’s founders, for

instance, fully understood that the two

must go hand in hand. Their design for

constitutional democracy ensured, in

James Madison’s words, that ambition

would counter ambition and “the

interests of the man” would be

“connected to the constitutional rights

of the place.” 

The best foundation for the rule of

law is to build an island of legality

wherever it is most needed to advance

legitimate government goals – to stop

corruption, to protect the environment,

to clean up the financial system, or to

enforce contracts with foreign

investors. Within these limited areas,

independent judges and the lawyers

who can argue before them have a

home. 

As these islands begin to form an

archipelago, a legal class emerges,

supported by the clients who need

them. And on the day that a judge

finally crosses a political line,

speaking constitutional truth to

usurped power, the government’s

refusal to comply threatens the

interests and ideals of an articulate and

motivated segment of society. 

The coming weeks will reveal

whether Pakistan’s new government

has the courage and integrity not only

to release the fired judges, but to

restore them to the bench and perhaps

to face their scrutiny down the road. If

it does, Pakistan’s lawyers will be able

to return to the courtrooms, and

Pakistani citizens will have another

chance to make democracy work. If

they succeed, perhaps they should add

a black border around the proud

Islamic green of their flag – the black

not of mourning, but of justice. 

Anne-Marie Slaughter, the dean of

Princeton University’s Woodrow

Wilson School and author of The Idea

that is America, is currently on a year-

long sabbatical in Shanghai. 

Copyright: Project Syndicate, 2008
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By: Jamal Al-Najjar

For the Yemen Times

DD
octors confirm that pre-

marital medical tests

help prevent both

infectious and

hereditary diseases that

threaten the lives of Yemeni children,

but parliamentarians think it’s too soon

to implement a law forcing engaged

couples to take such tests.

Pre-marital medical testing was part

of the Safe Motherhood Law, which

the Yemeni Parliament vetoed a few

weeks ago. According to Member of

Parliament Zaid Al-Shami, the veto

was due to lack of proper health care

services, particularly in rural areas, in

addition to low levels of education.

“Because Yemen has a lack of

doctors, labs and medical facilities, it’s

nonsense to approve a law preventing a

couple from marrying unless they are

certified as disease-free,” Al-Shami

said, noting that young people can be

encouraged to have these check-ups as

an option to secure both their and their

future children’s well-being.

Dr. Najeeb Ghanim, head of

Parliament’s population and public

health committee, says pre-marital

testing is vitally important because it

helps families ensure that their children

will be free of disease.

“It’s better for families to do these

medical check-ups before marriage. If

the tests show that one or both of them

has a curable disease, they must get

treated before marriage,” Ghanim

explained.

“However, if they are found to have

hereditary diseases, they must stop the

marriage and marry into a different

family, thereby protecting their future

offspring from any potential hereditary

diseases.”

Ghanim worries that partners will

regret their marriage if they see their

children suffering chronic or fatal

diseases. Pre-marital medical testing

can search out both infectious diseases,

such as hepatitis and HIV, as well as

hereditary diseases like sickle cell

anemia and thalassemia, both of which

are blood diseases resulting from

hemoglobin abnormalities.

He further asserted that Parliament

vetoed the Safe Motherhood Law’s

pre-marital testing component due to

lack of awareness by its members,

saying, “MPs don’t realize the

importance of such medical issues and

as a result, they are unjustifiably

apprehensive that the law will stall,

particularly in rural areas.”

Ghanim added that the proposed law

stipulated that pre-marital testing

would only apply 10 years after the

law’s approval because “This period is

enough to launch extensive awareness

campaigns on the importance of pre-

marital testing on one hand and

improve health care services on the

other,” he noted.

Lawmakers aren’t the only skeptics,

with marriage contractors also

opposing such enforced pre-marital

testing at this time. “Medical centers in

rural areas lack most health services,

including medical check-ups, so it

would be extremely difficult to force

citizens there to do these tests before

marriage,” observed Ali Ismail Al-

Hirdi, a marriage contractor and

property document manager in Ibb

governorate’s Wadi Hilal region.

Al-Hirdi also warned of the results

of such testing. “If a girl does a medical

test, such as for hepatitis A, and the

result is positive, the engagement may

end and the girl may remain single

forever because people think hepatitis

A is a fatal and incurable disease,

although this isn’t true,” he said,

noting, “Such a disease can be treated

easily, but people aren’t aware of this.”

Pediatrician and Sana’a University

pediatrics professor Lutf Al-Zubairi

points out that many Yemeni children

suffer hereditary diseases, particularly

thalassemia and sickle cell anemia,

which often can be staved off by

avoiding intermarriage among family

members.

“Some families are infected with a

particular hereditary disease. We

advise these families not to intermarry

with each other because with these

hereditary diseases, if the mother or

father is a carrier of the disease, [there

is] at least a 25 percent chance their

children will be infected with it,” Al-

Zubairi explained. 

He went on to say that pre-marital

testing can help prevent these diseases

– if families respond to doctors’ advice

– noting that hereditary diseases have a

higher rate of transmission if both

parents are carriers of the disease.

Marrying outside of the same family

means children have a better chance of

being in good health.

Still, Al-Zubairi acknowledged that

the availability of premarital testing

remains limited and that enacting a law

about it now would be premature.

“Before pre-marital testing becomes

obligatory by law, there should be

studies to consider Yemen’s health

situation, increase public awareness

about the importance of these tests and

provide qualified working staff at

medical facilities,” he said.

“Once hospitals and medical centers

are sufficiently qualified to conduct

these tests and citizens are aware and

ready to take them, then a law can be

made requiring pre-marital testing,”

Al-Zubairi said, adding that he thinks

the government should pay for such

testing so that all citizens may access

it.

Dr. Fatima Al-Shaibani, head of Al-

Saba’een Hospital’s pediatric

emergency unit, says most families are

aware that they have the potential to

pass on health problems to their

children, but still insist on marrying

inside the family anyway. “We see

many cases involving hereditary

diseases, such as thalassemia and

sickle cell anemia,” she commented.

“We warn against marrying from

within the same family because their

offspring will be subjected to many

serious hereditary diseases, but

unfortunately, most daughters are

engaged to their cousins from the same

family.”

Like Al-Zubairi and others, Al-

Shaibani recommends launching a

large and comprehensive educational

outreach to inform Yemenis about the

risks of intermarriage.

Pre-marital medical testing on hold for now

Pre-marital medical testing helps families ensure that their children will be free of infectious diseases and hereditary
diseases.

If a girl does a medical test, and the result is positive, the engagement may end and the girl may remain single for-
ever even if the disease is curable.

UNFPA Country Office in Yemen, Sana’a,

s looking to fill the  posts of:

Programme Assistant for Gender Based Violence Project
(2008-2009) based in Yemeni Women Union

Unit: Gender Programme Component 

Under the direct supervision of the Gender Programme Officer, the immediate duties and responsibilities of the incumbent will be,
but not limited to, the following: -

Duties & Responsibilities:
• Secure and review GBV work plan for the project, ensure their regular updating and consistency with expected project

objectives;
• Maintain close relationships with UNFPA staff and project personnel and counterparts and monitor progress and highlight

need for corrective actions and policy implications, including drafting correspondences and translation of relevant documents.
Liaise with the Operations Unit for the Mobilization of inputs;

• Undertake periodic project monitoring visits, secure the preparation required substantive reports and arrange for standard
monitoring and evaluation exercises, including the preparation of terms of reference;

• Processes mandatory and budgetary revisions, verifies data from project delivery reports; Maintain records, documents and
work plans for the monitoring of project implementation; organizes data and information for easy follow-up;

• Prepare financial forecasts and reflect them in budgets; monitor expenditures;
• Processes the termination of financially completed activities;
• Plan and contribute to gender portfolio-related activities and events (workshops), 
• Discuss with supervisor competency development plan, devote time for self-learning and maintain close working relationship

with other CO colleagues.

Minimum Qualifications: -
• University degree in development or social science; 
• Extended experience (3 Years) in Programme/Project management and development issues at the national or international

level;
• Excellent knowledge of computer and Internet use including mastery of word processing;
• Excellent drafting and communication skills;
• Excellent knowledge of Arabic and English Languages.

Competencies Required:
Corporate Responsibility & Teamwork:

• Serves and promotes the vision, mission, values, and strategic goals of UNFPA;
• Plans, prioritizes, and delivers tasks on time;
• Participates effectively in a team-based, information-sharing environment, collaborating and cooperating with others;
• Responds flexibly & positively to change through active involvement.

People Skills 
• Recognizes & responds appropriately to the ideas, interests & concerns of others; gives credit to the contributions of

others;
• Establishes clear performance goals, standards & responsibilities; manages them accordingly;
• Promotes a learning environment; facilitates the development of individual and team competencies.

Innovation & Judgment 
• Contributes creative, practical ideas and approaches to deal with challenging situations;
• Pursues own personal and professional development.

Communication:
• Formulates written information clearly and persuasively;
• Presents oral information clearly and persuasively.

Job knowledge & Expertise
• Executes day-to-day tasks systematically & efficiently;
• Uses Information Technology effectively as a tool and resource;
• Is motivated & demonstrates a capacity to pursue personal development & learn. 

____________________________________________________
Please send your resume with a covering letter, indicating the post title in the letter and on the outside envelope.
UNFPA offers an attractive compensation package commensurate with experience. 
Please send your application to: UNFPA, P.O. Box 7272, Sana’a.
Deadline for application: 21 May, 2008

Please note that only candidates who fulfil the above requirements will be considered and notified.
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Niacin works together with B2 to release energy from

carbohydrates. It also regulates the level of cholesterol -

decreases the level of “bad” cholesterol and increases the

level of “good”.

This vitamin is the master vitamin that helps the formation of

several neutrotransmltters and therefore is an essential

nutrient in the regulation of mental processes and possibly

mood. Vitaene C holds 14mg of vitamin B6, where as the

common daily supplement is 10-25mg.*

Distributors for Yemen: Al-Nakheel General Trading 

Tel.: Sana’a 01 532831/2, Taiz 04 258428, Aden 02 380682, Mukalla 05 305351, Hodeidah 03 208861

The unique adjusted formulation of Pokka Vitaene C 

is considered one of the best in the world.

It activates vitamin B6 and helps to convert carbohydrates

into fuel the body runs on.

Vitamin C acts as an antioxidant, protction people from the

harmful effects of car exhaust, cigarette smoke and air

pollution. It also helps maintain capillaries, bones and teeth

and aids in the absorption of iron. The serving size of

Vitaene C holds a perfect amount of this Vitamin (100ml)

effective for all people, because an average dally

supplement ranges from 75-125mg.*

VITAMIN C

VITAMIN B3 (Niacin)

VITAMIN B6

VITAMIN B2

Made in Japan
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By: Khalid Al-Hilaly, Abdullah Al-

Riashi and Hatim Qubati 

For The Yemen Times

AA
new art – Yemeni hip-

hop – was celebrated at

the French Cultural

Institute in the second

part of an ongoing hip-

hop series featuring a rap performance

by Yemeni-American artist Hagag AJ

and a new work tailor-made by French

choreographer Farid Berki for a group

of young Yemeni dancers along with

professional break dancers Ludo and

Romu.

The performance drew more than

600 people to the Yemeni Cultural

Center to watch their peers dance to

Berki’s vision, while another 200 wait-

ed outside and clamored to get in. A

group of four young fans tried to climb

the fence surrounding the Yemeni

Cultural Center, but security stopped

them before they got inside.

Rapper Hagag AJ performed one of

his songs prior to the dance portion of

the show, while attendees clapped and

shouted praises with gusto. The group

of approximately 20 dancers spent a

week training with Berki, who flew in

from France especially for the event.

The special work Berki choreo-

graphed for the show featured musi-

cian Abdulatif on the Yemeni lute, or

oud, and moves incorporating jam-

biyyas combined with music by DJ

Malik, who spins at clubs throughout

France.

Before that performance, the French

and German cultural centers organized

a raucous hip-hop dance-off and rap

competition at the Center for Study

and Research in Sana’a. The best of the

dancers at the break-off were chosen to

attend a weeklong workshop with

Berki, which culminated in the dance

show last Wednesday.

Berki said training the young

Yemeni dancers was simple. “We took

about two hours each day for five days

to organize something for them and

just talk to them to know where they’re

from, what they think about life and

how they move and dance.”

The choreographer also gave the

youths suggestions on how to improve

their skills. “We gave them a few tech-

niques to warm up and taught some of

them how to use the means of articula-

tion because they sometimes have bad

positioning for the knee or elbow,”

Berki noted, “We gave them these

tools because we’re used to working

with hip-hop and we know how to use

the body efficiently.”

He continued, “It was really fun to

work with them [Yemeni dancers]

because they respected us, so it was

easy. However, because they weren’t

used to being on stage, it was strange

for them to organize a show. They

were like, ‘What am I going to do?’ We

were just trying things, so they were

lost sometimes, but it was fun.”

Berki added that in France, he and

his troupe perform shows in theaters

all the time, so they understand the

rules of the theater and tried to pass

along lessons to the young Yemeni

dancers about how to use the space, the

lighting and the sound, as well as how

to relate the music.

“Sometimes we were like children

when we worked,” he said, “but they

[the Yemeni dancers] were open to

everything – all propositions, so it was

really easy.”

French Cultural Center Director Joel

Dechezlepretre believes the weeklong

training and end performance was a

great success, but apologized to those

who were unable to gain entry due to

lack of invitations.

“Hip-hop is considered a world

dance that connects other cultures eas-

ily,” Dechezlepretre said. “We’ve

begun by receiving two talented hip-

hop dancers from France to test

Yemeni youth interactions with hip-

hop. As we saw, it was very well

attended, so I hope more courses and

events will be done in the near future.”

“This phenomenon affirms the long

and deep relationship between Arab

and European cultures because there’s

a special connection between French

and Yemeni poetry,” said Khalid Al-

Bahri, public relations representative

from the Yemeni Cultural Center, who

watched the performance.

“Participation was wonderful

because they mixed French dancers

with Yemeni sounds and vice versa,

and they used the jambiyya while per-

forming popular dances,” Al-Bahri

noted, adding that he’d love to see

more events like this and that he hopes

hip-hop dance will be performed more

regularly in Yemen.

“This performance differed from

others because they mixed Western

and Eastern heritages,” remarked

Abdul Ahmed Al-Mughni, a 22-year-

old Syrian, “It was special when they

played the Yemeni lute [oud] with

Western dances performed by those

from Yemen, Iraq, Saudi Arabia,

France and other countries.”

And the audience response was

overwhelmingly positive. “The aim of

this dance party is to change youths’

vision,” said 23-year-old Sana’a

University student Mohammed Al-

Harazi, adding, “Such activities are

mental invitations to youth.”

Participating dancer Saif Al-

Thamin, a 22-year-old Jordanian who

lives in Sana’a, pointed out that

although his family is conservative,

they understand that hip-hop dancing

is an acceptable pastime and gave their

approval when he began doing it three

years ago.

“They know hip-hop is like football,

basketball or any other sport,” he said,

“I do hip-hop as an amateur, benefiting

from it by improving my physical fit-

ness. I especially enjoy doing acrobat-

ic movements and spinning on the

ground.”

Dancer Ludo, whose real name is

Brizolier Romuald, began in a similar

way to many of the Yemeni youths

who participated in the workshop. “I

attended a hip-hop event when I was

15 as one of the audience and a year

later, I actually started doing it,” he

explained.

He praised Yemeni hip-hop dancers

as interested, kind and focused, and

believes the medium has a future here.

“Although hip-hop is a worldwide

dance, every country has its own par-

ticular style when dancing it,” he

noted, adding, “Hip-hop doesn’t cancel

out other cultures; on the contrary, it

adds to them.”

Another dancer, Braha’a Al-Haq

Brenji, found the weeklong training

useful, but difficult at times. “There

were some slips, but we managed to

overcome them,” he said, “I’ve never

seen such conscientious and proficient

trainers like our trainers. We practiced

in the university cafeteria, Al-Saba’een

square or on the street, but I hope we

can find another place to practice.”

Berki likewise wants to ensure that

the Yemeni dancers will get to practice

and hone the lessons they learned dur-

ing their week of rehearsals, comment-

ing, “I hope they’ll have places to

work because this culture – and for me,

hip-hop is a culture – is a way to live,

to respect others, to grow and give oth-

ers what you know.

“There are many traditions in

Yemen, so it’s important for youths to

know how to use these traditions

because culture is growing. You need

to know where you’re from in order to

know where you’re going,” he con-

cluded.

Hip-hop comes alive in Yemen
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Rapper Hagag AJ performed one of his songs prior to the dance portion of

the show.



School requires

teachers for English,

science, chemistry and

Arabic social studies for

2008/9. Math and science

taught in English. 

Phone 733700975

Bachelor in English,

faculty of Arts,

certificate from Ncc

institute in Business

c o r r e s p o n d e n c e ,

computer + excellent

experience in

commercial depart,

business 

correspondence and 

translation.

Contact: 7775 69977

Diploma in Public

health and diploma in

business English,

experience working in

some public health

programms, would like to

work in any field.

Contact: 711991288 -

771508233

Awsan, An Arabic

teacher, specialized in

teaching Foreigners, good

experience in this field.

Would like to teach 

Contact:700679293

Electronic & 

communication Engineer,

8 years experience, sales

engineer, maintenance

engineer, communication

system, control system.

Contact: 777 070 011

Bachelor in Oil

Economics and

administration, English

language, Business

correspondence, Ms

office (India). Seeking a

good job in a company or

Foreign Embassy.

Contact: 711109391

Home Tutor for Math

& Science, special

training for O’ Level1,

1Gcse, Sat

Contact: 734281217

Hassan Ahmed,

Sudanese teacher with 17

yrs experience in teaching

Chemistry and biology

wishing to work as school

teacher or in private

lesson or in any other

field.

Contact: 711109011

Yahya Al_klisi,

Bachelor in English,

Faculty of Arts, diploma

in )MS) Office,

Experience: eight months

in a respectable touring

company as a

correspondent

Contact: 712487410

Hemiar Abdulwahab,

Bachelor degree in

English literature, full

experience in microsoft

word, excel, power

point, access and comput-

er maintenance, would

like to work in any field.

Contact: 711762135 or

712288613

Engineer in computer

system for automation

and control, SCADS sys-

tem. Experience 1 year,

English.

Contact: 733425098

Mohammed Shuja’ a

Al-Deen. Completion of

high school,a diploma in

secretary programs(Ms.

office, windows, word,

excel,access). very good

communication skills in

English both (oral , writ-

ten, reading).

Contact: 777703201

Bachelor in computer

sciences (IT), some

courses in English, Nokia

sales.

Contact: 771818420

For rent, villa, 1 story,

fully furnished with

swimming pool & four

rooms, 6 parks, garden.

Good location.

Contact: 777723069

For rent, villa & flats,

0 fully furnished, Hadda

& diplomatic area, good

location, near shoppings,

security area.

Contact: 01/430 055-

735105510

For Sale Laptop Sony

Vaio 15.4”, 2.8 GHz Intel

processor, 735MB Ram,

three years old - good

condition, Price 350$.

Call Roy: 733228062

Foe sale, 2005 GMC

Envoy SLT, Vb automatic

gear, leather interior, low

mileage, touch screen

sterio and CD system,

Rear DVD player, great

on gas.

Contact: 777 799 541

For sale, Hundai,

Petrol, model 2001,

brown color, good

condition

Contact: 777239927-

713030599

Vehicles

Computer

Real Estate 

& Furniture

Job Seekers

Situation
Vacant

Al-Nasim Cargo Forwarders for

packing, customs clearance, domestic 

& international forwarding air & sea.

Contact: Al-Nasim cargo forwarder. 

Al-Zubairi St Sanaa. Tel: 275903 /

216048 / 407905

Cargo ®∫s
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Send your Free Ads by Fax: 268276 or by P.O.Box: 2579 Sana'a 
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Coupon for Free Classified Ads. (All Personal Ads - All Free of Cost)

For Sale  Required  Available For Lease  For Hire/Rent

Job Require  Situation Vacant   Others

Details: 

Contact Address:

Please cut this coupon and send it to Yemen Times fax:

268276 or P.O. Box 2579 - Sana’a 
For more info. contact:  268661/2/3

M&M Logistics &
Aviation Services. 

International Freight Forwarding

(Air/Sea/Land)

International Packing Standard

Warehousing (The biggest in

Sana’a)

International Worldwide Door to

Door Services.

Customs Clearance

(Airports/Ports/Border)

Arranging of Exemptions.

Over flying & Technical stops for

aircrafts at all Yemen Airports.

Tel :        01-531221/531231

Fax:       01-531130

Hot line: 733030062   (24 Hours)

Address: 36 Amman St, Sana’a –

Republic Of Yemen.

P.O. Box 15053, Sana’a – Republic Of

Yemen.

E-Mail:    m&mgenservices@y.net.ye

Website:   www.mmlogisticsyemen.com

Cargo
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Al-SHAIBANI RESTAURANT SUPER DELUX

Haddah st. infront of  Al- Komaim Center

Tel: 266375 - 505290

Fax: 267619

P.O Box: 5465

Trans Global Logistics

& Services Ltd.

We bring your World Closer
•  Air/Sea/Land forwarding.

•  Packing/Land Transportation.

•  International door to door services.

•  Warehousing /Logistical planning.

•  Customs clearance/Local  

Visa/Documentation handling.

•  Real Estate Services.

•  Ticking Reservations & General  

Tourism Services.

•  Courier Services.

Tel:-967-1-444226/440460

Fax:-967-1-445696

P.O.Box 16884, Sana'a Rep.of

Yemen

Email:transglobal@yemen.net.ye

Email:transglobal2@yemen.net.ye

Website:

www.transglobalyemen.com

Cargo

Electricity problems 177, Emergency Police 199,

Fire Brigade 191,Water Problems 171,  Telephone

enquires 118, Accident (Traffic) 194, Foreign

Affairs,  202544/7, Interior Affairs 252701/7,

Immigration 250761/3, Inter-City Bus Co. 262111/3,

Ministry of Communication 325110/1/2/3, Radio

Station  282061, Tourism 254032, TV Station

332001/2,  Red Crescent   203131/3,  Tel-Yemen

7522202, Y.net 7522227

Continental Airlin 278668/283082 

Egypt Air               273452/275061

Gulf Air 440922

Lufthansa                     213400/219252

Qatar Air ways Fax: 506038, Tel.506030/5

Yemen Gulf Bank Tel.967-1-260823 Fax:260824

02 - 270347 fax 02 - 237824

Shamil Bank of Yemen & Bahrain

Tel. 264775 ,264702. Fax. 264703,503350

Yemeni Banks:

Central Bank 274314/1

Yemen Commercial  Bank         Tel:  01 277224        

Fax: 277291 

International Bank of Yemen     Tel: 01 407030

Arab Bank                                Tel: 01 276585/2

CAC Bank                               Tel: 01 563813

Hertz Rent a Car Sana’a: 01-440309

Aden: 02-245625 

Budget    Tel: 01 309618 / 506372   Fax: 01240958

Europ Car              Tel: 01 270751  Fax: 01 270804

FORD/HYUNDAI     267791

MERCEDES-BENZ  01 - 330080

NISSAN Hodeidah: 200150/49, Sana’a: 400269 

OPEL / GM 203075

SUZUKI 02 - 346000

TOYOTA 445362/3

Computer Education     Aden: 02-237199

Infinit Education               Tel:444553

NIIT Quality_ 

Computer Education  Tel. 445518/7-442073

British Institute for languages & Computer 

Tel: 266222-Fax: 514755

Sana’a: 440170, Aden: 248177

Hodeidah:234982,   Ibb:411988

Mukalla 302641,Seuyn: 402469

M&M Logistics & Aviation Services

Tel: 01 531221/531231

Al-Nasim Cargo Forwarders   407905

World Link  Tel: 01 444550/441935

Yemen German Hospital (open heart sur-

gery) 

Tel. 418000, Fax: 418116

Modern German Hospital      Tel. 600000/602008

E-mail:felixpene@hotmail.com     Fax. 601889

Al-Jumhury Hospital       Tel: 01 274286/87

Hadda Hospital               Tel: 01 412981  

Al-Thawra Hospital         Tel: 01 246967/66

Versailles Hotel   Tel: 01 425970/1/2

Sheraton Hotel    Tel:  01 237500

Movenpick Hotel  Tel: 01 546666  Fax: 01 546000

Taj Sheba Hotel  Tel: 01 272372

Relax-Inn Hotel   Tel: 01 449871

Al-Watania Insurance  (Y.S.C.)

Sana’a 272713/874      Aden: 243490-242476

Taiz 250029                Hodeidah   219941/4/6

Marib Insurance Sana’a: 206129/8/13

Aden: 255668                       

Taiz:240927/34

Hodeidah: 219545/8

Yemen Islamic Insurance Co. Sana’a 284193, 

5 lines,        Taiz: 258881,    Aden: 244280

Yemen Insurance company Sana’a: 272806/

272962/43,      Aden: 247617 Taiz: 250345

Mukalla: 304292,             Hodeidah: 261839/17

Al-shaibani restaurant super delux

Tel: 266375 - 505290 Fax:267619

Rainbow Pre-School 414-026/424-433

Sana’a International School  Tel: 01 370191/2 

Fax  370193

International Turkish Schools  Sana'a       448258/9

Taiz       205593

Al-Majd Yemen School Tel: 206159

AL-JANDUL Supermarket.  Tel: 01-422610

Urwa Wautqa Int. Auth. Trans.  Arabic-English-

French -German-Russian-Italian- Spanish-Polish-

Dutch- Iranian-Turkish-Eriterea-Amharic.

Tel: 01-240515

Falcon Holidays      Tel: 444118 

Al-Nasim Travel      Tel: 270750

Universal Business Travel Center   Tel: 441158/9/60

American World University, Rep. by IS academy

Tel. 01 - 417441 Fax: 412039

University of Applied and Social Science

Sana’a: 412442 Fax: 412441

Aden: 234533 / 234960

Queen Arwa University        Tel:  449971/2

Sana’a University                 Tel:  250553/4/5

Alandalus University Tel:675567, Fax:675885

UNIVERSITIES

TRAVEL

Translations

Supermarket

SCHOOLS

RESTAURANT

INSURANCE COMPANIES

HOTELS

HOSPITALS

FREIGHT 

 FORWARDERS

COURIERS

COMPUTER EDUCATION 
AND INSTITUTES

CAR SHOWROOMS 
& SPARE PARTS

CAR RENTAL

BANKS

AIRLINES

√̧Æ‡‡UÂ±NL‡‡W

To particepate 

contact: 71200540

 

Ahmed Muraisi
Real Estate Rentals

Tel: 733802855
Hadda and Diplomatic Areas

For rent
Accommodations in diplomatic area:
• Flats... (1) 3 rooms, 2bths, kitchen monthly $ 250

(2) 4 rooms, 2 baths and kitchen monthly $ 350.00

(3) New super lux finishing, 4 rms, 3 bths, kit. $ 500

• Fully furnished flat 3 rms, 3 bthsm kit. $ 400.00

• One story villa. 4 rms, 2 bths, yard $ 800

• One story villa, 4 rooms, 2bth. Large garden $ 1,500

• Office building 3 story villa excellent

location off Hadda and 60M. Streets $ 3,000

• Hadda Madina... Fully furnished one story villa, 

4 rooms, 2 bths(New), New kitchen, dining room,

garden, good location, near shopping monthly $ 800

• Two story villa, near Iran St. 10 rooms, 6 baths, 

2 kitchens, 2L.Halls, 3 cars Parking...Only $ 1,500
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Hadda Str. Sanaʼa Infront of Yemenia Airline,
Tel: 240207 Fax: 268041,E-mail:ALZAHRA@Y.NET.YE

Al-Zahra Stationery
For School & Office Supplies
All  your needs All  your needs 

under one  under one  roof .roof .
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By: Mahmood Assamiee 

NN
ight guard service in
Sana’a started 30 years
ago and is found in all
places, especially in his-
torical parts of the capital

such as the Old City of Sana’a and Al-
Tahrir square. Night guards ensure that
nothing harms the houses, cars and
stores throughout the night until the
early morning to prevent thefts, arson
and other breaches of security. 

Although they are not educated or
trained in security affairs, these guards
have an important role in enforcing
security and arresting suspects or those
people wanted by the authorities. “
They protect the security of the capital,”
said Ali Mahdi, the zone leader of
Bustan Al-Sultan in Al-Tahrir area of
Sana’a. “They help arrest suspects and
saboteurs.”

The night guards are usually ordinary
citizens who want to protect the zones
they work and live in. Their appoint-
ment is based on their honesty and
familiarity with the neighborhood’s peo-
ple. They are affiliated with the Civil
Guards Department (CGD) and their
salaries come from the Ministry of the
Interior. “ Night Guard must be home
owners and known to all the people in
the zone,” said Ismael Ghushaim, the
director of the CGD . “He must be hon-
est and clever and must be recommend-
ed by the zone leader, the local coun-
cil and the district director.” 

Redhwan Mojalli, 50, a night guard at
Shukr al-Mashali Zone, was appointed
to the area in 2003. “I guard everything
in the zone; houses, stores, cars and for-
eigners. Our work is only at night,
through two shifts distributed among
two guards,” said Mojalli.  “The first
shift starts at 9 p.m. and goes to 1 a.m.
and the second shift goes from 1 a.m. to
6 a.m. You can say we are the human
night bats”.

Mohammad Al-Jabali, 40, a guard in
Old Sana’a, often works both night
guard shifts. 

“I have been working here since
2004. We sleep the whole day to be able
to perform our work during the whole
night,” said Al-Jabali.  “Although our
work is divided into two shifts, most of
the time we are directed to work both of
them during the night, from 9 p.m. to 6
a.m.” 

How do they perform their work?
Night guards stay all night on a high
corner in the zone to be able to see all
the people coming to and from the
zone. When the guard notices someone
trying to open a store, car or nearing
house, the guard uses a siren to notify
the neighborhood and help him catch
the suspect. 

“I always stay in a suitable corner to
be able to observe people coming to the
zone. When I see some one who
behaves like a thief or a suspect, I catch
up with him and use my siren to notify
the nearby guards or security person.
Some times I use my mobile phone to
call in emergencies at 199,” said
Mojalli. Al-Jabali says that he only uses

his mobile phone to call emergencies
into 199 when he sees someone acting
suspiciously. 

“ I only use my telephone to notify
the nearby police station or to call 199
if I see suspect persons. I do not hurry
up to catch the suspect because he might
be accompanied by companions who
are armed, and I would put my self in
danger because I do not have a weapon
to protect myself,” said Al-Jabali.

Enforcing security and reducing
crime 
“They play an important role in difficult
times,” says Al-Mahdi, who asked for
more volunteers to work as night
guards, since he said the number of
guards in his zone is insufficient.

Ghushaim stated that the crime has
reduced in the capital thanks to these
guards and the citizens who help them.
“Night guards have great role in reduc-
ing crime and arresting suspects.”
However, just in case, there are also
nighttime security patrols that provide
back up to the guards.

Guards also face dangers on a nightly
basis
Night guards deal with many problems
while on duty like cold weather in the
winter and vulnerability to revenge acts
by those whom they have helped to
arrest.  
“The work is hard because I always
work two shifts without additional
money. During winter time, we catch
colds because we do not have special
jackets or other materials to help us
resist the cold,” said Al-Jabali. “In addi-
tion, night guards face dangers such as
being hit or fired on by criminals or
armed gangs”.

Meanwhile Mojalli says that he
sometimes encounters problems from
the people of the zone. “They some-
times leave their stores or cars open,” he
said. “When they are stolen, they direct-
ly blame the night guards.”

He says that he is afraid of revenge
crimes by some of the criminals whom
he helped the police arrest as well. 

The night guards state their demands

Night guards do not have guns to protect
themselves against a sudden attack and
their salaries do not exceed YR 24,000.

The guards said they asked for salary
increases and promotions to cover their
daily needs. They also asked for pistols
and to protect themselves and clothes to
fight off the cold during winter.

“We get only YR 23,000 and this sum
is not enough to live on.  We do not have
monthly or yearly bonuses and at the
same time we can not perform other
work because we are sleeping during the
day to be able to work the whole night,”

said Al-Jabali.
However, Ghusaim said that the CGD

is considering night guards’ demands
and security officials, specifically the
director of the Capital Security
Mohammad Miyad and the Interior
Minister Rashad Al-Alimi, are greatly
concerned about the night guards and
the CGD.

“In addition to their salaries, night
guards receive immediate rewards as
soon as they inform security of any inci-
dent,” added Ghusaim.  “They know our
role in fulfilling their demands and that
the director of the Capital Security has
adopted these demands.”  

The role of night guards is comple-
mentary to those of other security appa-
ratuses who work day and night to keep
the city safe.
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INTERNATIONAL COMPANY - SAL

C O N S T R U C T I O N  O F  M E C H A N I C A L
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Petrochemical plants, refineries.

Heavy, light industrial plants.

Power and desalination plants.

Fuel and water storage tanks.

Oil fields ancillary installations.

Air purification for industry

Marine docks, harbours, deep sea

berths & refinery terminals.

Offshore structures and underwater works.

Pipelines construction and maintenance.

Prefabricated accommodation & office facilities.

Sewage treatment plants & collection networks.

Airports, roads, highways, bridges & fly-overs.

High quality buildings & sports complexes.

Water treatment plants, reservoirs & distribution

systems.
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Night Guards or “Night Bats”


